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Executive Summary 

Deliverable “D10.3b Impact Activities” is the second iteration of Task “T10.3 Impact 
Activities” deliverables. The task is based on the activities presented in “D10.1 Impact 
Strategy and Plan” and gives visibility to the achievements and results of vf-OS 
dissemination. It is based on the following list of activities: 

• vf-OS eNewsletters: Sent at every milestone of the project, (M9, M18 and M36) to 
interested subscribed stakeholders 

• vf-OS printed materials: Flyers, brochures, posters and banners that will be 
published and updated to show the objectives, advances, benefits and exploitable 
results generated by vf-OS adapted according to different target groups 

• vf-OS publications: Presentation of papers, journals and articles in industrial and 
scientific conferences, in industrial press and in academic and international scientific 
journals following the principle of open access 

• vf-OS collaboration and clustering: The collaboration of the project with other FoF 
projects and by example FIWARE or EFFRA initiatives 

This deliverable acts as a report of the status of these activities at month 18 (March 2018). 
Since this is a living document for an understand of updates from previous iterations, 
please read those section of tables whose rows are listed as >2017-02 since these are 
new entries after the M9 review. 

According to the M9 Review Report, and the section on Impact Activities, the following 
recommendation was received: “Identify clear targets and impact assessment”, in other 
words, “Within work package WP10, specific and clear dissemination targets should be 
made explicit for the different stakeholders to be approached, contacted and involved. A 
methodology to assess the impact and value of the dissemination activities should be 
included as well, jointly with suitable provisions and plans to appreciate and assess such 
an impact by the end of the project.“ 

For this purpose, a new sub section for matching of target groups and metrics related to 
them has been created. Also, each activity template table has a new field that reports the 
impact assessment associated with it. 
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0 Introduction 

0.1 vf-OS Project Overview 

vf-OS – virtual factory Open Operating 
System – is a project funded by the 
H2020 Framework Programme of the 
European Commission under Grant 
Agreement 723710 and conducted in 
the period October 2016 until 
September 2019.  It engages 14 
partners (Users, Technology 
Providers, Consultants and Research 
Institutes) from 7 countries with a total 
budget of circa 7.5M€.  Further 
information can be found at www.vf-
OS.eu. 

The World is facing the fourth 
industrial revolution based on ICT, 
specifically architectures and services, 
as key innovation drivers for manufacturing companies. Traditional factories will 
increasingly be transformed into smart digital manufacturing environments but currently 
the full potential for ICT in manufacturing is far from being fully exploited. Factories are 
complex systems of systems and there is a need to develop a platform on which future 
manufacturing applications can be built. Examples of platforms exist in some industrial 
sectors but there is a lack of cross cutting platforms based on open standards for creating 
an ecosystem for cooperative innovation. Innovative open platforms to attract talent from 
solution developers and to provide accessible manufacturing smart applications to 
European SMEs are examples of the kind of solutions being sought. 

The goal of vf-OS is to develop an Open Operating System for Virtual Factories composed 
of a kernel, application programming interface, and middleware specifically designed for 
the factory of the future. An Open Applications Development Kit (OAK) will be provided to 
software developers for deploying Manufacturing Smart Applications for industrial users, 
using the vf-OS Manufacturing Applications Store all operated through a Virtual Factory 
Platform. 

The Virtual Factory Platform is an economical multi-sided market platform with the aim of 
creating value by enabling interactions between four customer groups: 

• Software Developers (independent or within individual manufacturers) which will 
build Manufacturing Apps either through innovation or from manufacturing user 
demand 

• Manufacturing and Logistic Users which will explore the marketplace for already 
created solutions, ready to be run on the vf-OS 

• Manufacturing and Logistic Solution Providers which will provide ICT interfaces 
and manufacturing connections 

• Service Providers (vf-OS innovators and third parties) will make available services 
(hosting, storage, connected cloud services, etc.) including those based on 
developed solutions 

file:///D:/_New%20User/ICE/Operations/vf-OS/WP/WP1/www.vf-OS.eu
file:///D:/_New%20User/ICE/Operations/vf-OS/WP/WP1/www.vf-OS.eu
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The Virtual Factory Platform will provide a range of services to the connected factory of the 
future to integrate better manufacturing and logistics processes. Manufacturing 
Applications Store will be open to software developers who, using the free Open 
Applications Development Kit provided, will be able to quickly develop and deploy smart 
applications to enable and optimise communication and collaboration among supply 
networks of all manufacturing sectors in all the stages manufacturing and logistic 
processes. 

vf-OS aims to become the reference system software for managing factory related 
computer hardware and software resources and providing common services for factory 
computational programs. This operating system will be the key component of the software 
system in a real factory system where all factory application programs will run.  

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this document “D10.3b Impact Activities”, is directly associated with vf-OS 
task “T10.3 Impact Activities” within “WP10 Impact” and is the second iteration of reports 
on the development status of dissemination activities. In this deliverable, the Impact Plan 
detailed in “D10.1 Impact Strategy and Plan” is analysed and matched against each 
activity to guarantee the coherency of the development of vf-OS Dissemination Plan 
across the majority of WP10 activity. 

0.3 Target Audience 

Whilst the target audience of this document is largely internal to the project, since it is a 
planning and results document, the real target audience of this dissemination strategy and 
its individual actions are the wider scientific, industrial, other FoF projects, and general 
community, who can be perceived as vf-OS wider stakeholders and who will take an 
interest in the project. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

The deliverable context is as follows: 

• Reporting the development status of each Impact Activity at month 18 

• Update vf-OS Impact Plan whenever needed 

0.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 
 

• Section 1: Impact Plan: Reports the status of the dissemination activities 
according with the predefined template 

• Section 2: Conclusions: Concludes the overall dissemination strategy document 
 

Annexes 
 

• Annex A: Document History 

• Annex B: References 

• Annex C: Dissemination Materials 

This document also addresses the deissemination related recommendations at the project 
first (M9) review as detailed in Section 0.10 
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0.6 Document Status 

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it has no element 
which can be considered confidential. 

0.7 Document Dependencies  

This deliverable will be used as a report for the following activities of WP10: 
 

• T10.2 – Dissemination Materials, Internet and Intranet and thus D10.2cd (EU ID 97-
98) 

• T10.3 – Impact Activities and thus D10.3bc (EU ID 100-101) 

• T10.4 – Scientific and Industrial Workshops and thus D10.4ab (EU ID 102-103) 

• T10.5 – Standards, Clustering, and Inter-project cooperation (no deliverables in this 
task – reporting via D10.3) 

Note that D10.4ab (workshops) will use a specific report type due to their focused nature 
although an overview of the 1st workshop is also given in this document. 

0.8 Glossary and Abbreviations  

A definition of common terms related to vf-OS, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available in the supplementary and separate document “vf-OS Glossary and 
Abbreviations”. 

Further information can be found at http://www.vf-OS.eu/glossary 

0.9 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

Annexes and Supporting Documents: 
 

• None 

0.10 Reading Notes 

According to the M9 Review Report, and the section on Impact Activities, the following 
recommendation was received: “Identify clear targets and impact assessment”, in other 
words, “Within work package WP10, specific and clear dissemination targets should be 
made explicit for the different stakeholders to be approached, contacted and involved. A 
methodology to assess the impact and value of the dissemination activities should be 
included as well, jointly with suitable provisions and plans to appreciate and assess such 
an impact by the end of the project“ 

For this purpose, a new sub section for matching of target groups and metrics related to 
them has been created. Also, each activity template table has a new field that reports the 
impact assessment associated with it. 

  

http://www.vf-os.eu/glossary
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1 Impact Plan 

As stated in “D10.1 Impact Strategy and Plan”, this section is an updated version of the 
Plan presented in the first task of WP10 and reports the development status of the impact 
activities at month 18 (March 2018). As mentioned in T10.1, this document framework will 
be used to report all activities of T10.2, T10.3, and T10.5 on an ongoing basis – essentially 
with reporting editions already provided at M9 (D10.2b & D10.3a), the actual at M18 
(D10.2c & D10.3b) and future at M36 (D10.2c & D10.3d).  

1.1 Activities Reporting Template 

Each impact activity report follows the template presented in Figure 1. This shows an 
illustrative (only) example for a website article. 
 

Name Website article  

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration When the activity will provide updated results  

Status Completed (Multiple deliveries, each on-Track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase • Inform and Inspire 

• Involve and Contribute 

• Share and Convince 

Type General Dissemination 

Also: 

• Website 

• Marketing Materials 

• General Dissemination 

• Scientific Dissemination 

• Workshops 

• Technical Event 

• Other 

Purpose Visibility 

Also: 

• Quality 

• Adopt 

Audience General 

Also: 

• Scientific 

• Industrial 

• Technical 

• Internal 

Assessment 
Criteria 

For metrics measurement Google Analytics or similar tools used for monitoring visitors. 
Also, random users will be contacted for feedback in order to continuous improvement.  

Planned 
Schedule 

One website article per month per publication schedule. 

Responsibility Every month another partner should write an article. 
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Description/ 
Content 

Every partner can choose a vf-OS related topic that should reflect research challenges, 
use cases or status of the project. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager (DM) 

Also 

• Project Manager 

• Scientific Manager 

Priority  

Level Type of Action Examples 

1=Critical • Precise Task in DOA + 
Metric 

• Critical for operating 
project 

• Website 

• Workshop 

2=Expected • Easy Impact 

• Necessary for operating 
project 

• Academic Paper 

• Clustering activities 

• Main flyer 

3=Wherever Possible • Further iteration of a 
previous critical/expected 
action 

• More difficult and 
impacting 

• Loosely mentioned in DOA 
or normal expectation 

• Mid-Project Flyer 

• Marketing Video 

4=Nice to Have • Further iteration (or form) 
of a ‘where possible action’ 

• Not mentioned in DOA but 
can have good impact and 
is easy to achieve 

• Business card 

• Some multilingual 
pages in website 

5=Very Optimistic • Idea not mentioned in DOA 

• Idea mentioned but difficult 
to deliver with resources 
available 

Marketing gift for 
exhibitions 

 

Results@ 
[date] 

Periodic up date of results repeated as necessary 

Results@ 
[date] 

Periodic up date of results repeated as necessary 

Figure 1: Reporting Template Example 

The top bar of each table has a coloured indicator highlighting the status of each impact 
plan component and inferring as follows: 

 Not Due 

 Not Started (and should have been) 

 Ongoing 

 Completed (Multiple deliveries, each on-track, but not completely ended) 

 Completed (Final – action ended) 

1.2 Planned Activities 

In the table presented in Figure 2, all the impact activities are listed and detailed at a high 
level. This table highlights the actual status of each task, its priority and which partner is 
considered to have the main responsibility for carrying the task. The Main Responsible 
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partner should manage and coordinate all aspects of the activity in conjunction with the 
other partners and according to the efforts that he has to spend in the task. 

Dissemination Activity Status Task Priority 
Due  

Next 

Main 
Responsible 

Website  Completed T10.2 1 N/A ICE & UPV 

Website Traffic Growth & Monitoring Not Due T10.2 1 M36 ICE & UPV 

vf-OS Wiki Completed (Initial) T1.4 1 M30 UPV 

Social Networks – LinkedIn Completed (Initial) T10.3 2 M36 KBZ 

Social Networks – Facebook Completed (Initial) T10.3 2 M36 KBZ 

Marketing Video Completed (Initial) T10.3 2 M24 CON 

Printed Media – Flyer Completed T10.2 2 N/A UPV 

Printed Media - Brochures Completed (Initial) T10.2 2 M32 UPV 

Printed Media – Poster Completed (Initial)  T10.2 2 M32 UPV 

Printed Media - Banner Completed T10.2 2 N/A UPV 

eNewsletter Completed (Initial) T10.2 2 M19 KBZ 

Business Card Completed T10.2 4 N/A UPV 

Press Releases Ongoing T10.2 2 M24 IKERLAN 

Conferences and Events  Ongoing T10.3 2 M36 UNINOVA 

Scientific Papers Ongoing T10.3 2 M36 UNINOVA 

Scientific Workshop Completed T10.4 1 N/A UNINOVA 

Industrial Workshop Ongoing T10.4 1 M35 UNINOVA 

Collaboration Ongoing T10.5 1 M24 IKERLAN 

Marketing Device Ongoing T10.2 5 N/A ICE 

Figure 2: Impact Plan 

1.3 Target Audience for Impact Activities 

According to the reviewers’ recommendation, in the development of D10.3b it was 
necessary to clearly match the audience that is targeted for vf-OS as a whole, directly with 
the impact activity that is associated with its profile. In Figure 3 this matching is presented:  

Dissemination 
Activity 

General 
Audience 

Scientific Industry  Other FoF Regional 

Website ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Social Networks – 
LinkedIn 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Social Networks – 
Facebook 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Marketing Video ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  
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Printed Media – 
Flyer 

✓ ✓ ✓   

Printed Media – 
Brochures 

 ✓ ✓   

Printed Media – 
Poster 

 ✓ ✓   

Printed Media – 
Banner 

 ✓ ✓   

eNewsletter ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Business Card ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Press Releases ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 

Conferences and 
Events  

 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Scientific Papers  ✓   ✓ 

Industrial Papers   ✓  ✓ 

Scientific Workshop ✓ ✓  ✓  

Industrial Workshop ✓  ✓ ✓  

Collaboration  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Marketing Device ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Figure 3: Target audience versus impact activity 

1.4 Actions and Status 

In this section, all dissemination activities are listed in grids including their status and 
results at the current month (M18). Each grid has a subsection marked “Delivery to date” 
where regular quarterly (where relevant) updates are given, thus fulfilling the reporting 
conditions. For more complex/larger outcomes there may be pointers to the annex or 
external resources. For some of these external resources, which are only available on the 
vf-OS internal information systems, reviewers will be granted specific access once 
requested. Since the initial T10.3 document intercepts with the second T10.2 report, the 
current results are already included for some items. 

The grid presented in Figure 4 shows the matrix between the stated dissemination 
activities, their status, and if there are “plan changes”, or “outcome updates”, these have 
been updated in the detailed grids. 
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Key: 

P Grid plan is updated 
O Grid outcomes are updated 
 Outcome is either not due or has been completed 
 Work is ongoing but no outcomes reported yet 

Dissemination Activity Status M3 M6 M9 M12 M15 M18 M21 M24 M27 M30 M33 M36 

Website Completed O     O       

Website Traffic Growth & Monitoring Not Due      O       

vf-OS Wiki Completed (Initial) O     O       

Social Networks – LinkedIn Completed (Initial) O  O   O       

Social Networks – Facebook Completed (Initial) O  O   O       

Marketing Video Completed (Initial)   O   O       

Printed Media – Flyer Completed   O           

Printed Media – Brochure Completed (Initial)   O   O       

Printed Media – Poster Completed (Initial)      O       

Printed Media - Banner Completed   O   O       

eNewsletter Completed (Initial)   O   O       

Business Card Completed   P          

Press Releases Ongoing      O       

Conferences and Events  Ongoing   O   O       

Scientific Papers Ongoing   O   O       

Scientific Workshop Completed   O   O       

Industrial Workshop Ongoing             

Collaboration Ongoing   O   O       

Marketing Device Ongoing   P          

Figure 4: Dissemination Activities Status 
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1.4.1 Website 

Name Website Completed 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Website 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience All 

Assessment 
Criteria 

In order to understand what the impact of the website on the targeted audience is, a 
survey was conducted for its subscribers. In this survey one of the feedbacks obtained 
was the lack of website translations. For that reason, it has been decided to create 
microsites in each of the partners countries languages (Portuguese, Spanish, French, 
German, Dutch and Lithuanian).  

Planned 
Schedule 

The website (in basic form) has been up and running since day 1 of the project (through 
partner’s own resources). Second version has been released around M9. The third 
version of the website has been released around M10 being the full spectrum of 
microsites available at M19. 

Responsibility ICE & UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

The vf-OS website is designed to be a place to turn to for key information about the 
project and to read the latest developments. The website contains information about the 
project objectives, expected outputs, publications, events, etc. It is used to disseminate 
news, events and achievements. Thus, in summary it should progressively address: 

• vf-OS Ambition/Concepts 

• vf-OS Innovation related items 

• Research 

• Exploitation and Sustainability 

• Use Cases 

• Technology  

• Inspiration 

• Architecture 

• Partners 

• How to contact the consortium 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 vf-OS website (www.vf-OS.eu). At the moment, the website lists: 

• vf-OS Ambition: vf-OS concept explanation highlighting its main added value, the 
creation of an open operating system for factories 

• Innovation: High level description of vf-OS innovative features: Virtual Factory 
Kernel, I/O, Data and Connect and the Open Applications Development Kit 

• Research: System software research related with vf-OS Platform, the Apps and 
the Service 

• Exploitation and Sustainability: Concepts that will be used to derive vf-OS 
business model 

http://www.vf-os.eu/
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• Use Cases: vf-OS has three use cases and wishes to provide public access to 
ensure project validation trough an agile approach 

• Technology: Technology topics that relate to the vf-OS project, including: Multi-
sided platforms, cloud computing, cloud manufacturing systems  

• Inspiration: Detailing of the vf-OS software environment and virtual factory OS 

• Architecture: A view on the combination of the different vf-OS components and 
work packages 

• Partners: Partners’ logos, links to partner web pages, and a European map with 
countries and partners 

• Contact: Project coordinator contact information, address, email, phone number: 

 
The following images are collectively listed as Figure 5, these show a selection of the 
pages of the website as at QMR1 
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Figure 5 (collectively): vf-OS Website 

Regarding its structure, a survey was launched as shown in Figure 6, for gathering 

partners’ opinions. Results to be applied in the following version of the website (M9), and 
stipulate that vf-OS website navigation menu consists of the following elements: 

• Home: Landing page describing the project and containing the following sections: 

• Presentation: Describes the potential of the project and the ambitiousness 
of vf-OS 

• Marketing Video / Multimedia: Graphic content (e.g. video, GIF, slider) 
presenting the main objectives and features of vf-OS 

• Social: Links to social profiles and latest publications in social networks 

• News: Links to latest news and publications 

• Supported by: Logos of project partners and industrial supporters 
 

• News: News, press releases and forthcoming dissemination events 

• Publications: List of public deliverables and scientific publications 
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• Wiki: Link to the project Wiki 

• Partners: Lists the beneficiaries of the vf-OS project 

• Contact: Main contact information 
 

 

Figure 6: Website survey 

2017-QMR3 Website pages are presented in the following 
figures and on Annex C. As seen in Figure 7, 
the home page presents to the viewer an 
introduction to the Project idea, the marketing 
video, a description of vf-OS environment, 
the concepts associated with vf-OS and the 
partners icons. 

 
Figure 7: Home page 
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The exploitation page presents a general 
idea of the exploitation activities to be 
performed in vf-OS and the 4 pillars that 
sustains it; these are: 

• Open Access 

• Sustainable marketplace and App Store 

• Joint Exploitation of Project Partners 

• Spin-off Company 

 
Figure 8: Exploitation Page 

The technologies page refers to the 
technologies that sustain vf-OS with a short 
description of each one. These are: 

• Virtual factory system kernel 

• Virtual Factory Device Drivers and Open 
APIs 

• Virtual Factory Middleware and Databus 

• Open Application Development Kit 

• Cloud Manufacturing Framework 

• Virtual Factory Components 

 
Figure 9: Technologies page 

The partners page is a collection of short 
summaries of each partner involved in the 
project and their logos. 

 
Figure 10: Partners page 

The wiki page is a presentation of the state of 
the art study performed in vf-OS. 

 
Figure 11: Wiki 
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In the Results page the vf-OS outcomes are 
presented, public deliverables are currently 
showing here (with links to download) and 
the publications. 

 
Figure 12: Results page 

The About page presents an analogy 
between regular operating systems and vf-
OS and a view on vf-OS implementation as a 
whole regarding WPs and tasks. 

 
Figure 13: About page 

 

2018-QMR2 Following feedback from partners and other parties at events, vf-OS decided to put up 
multilingual micro-sites for each of the countries represented in the project. These sites 
will not represent ‘everything, ie every page and, wiki etc, but the main static pages of 
the site.  They are accessible through a language selection bar whose example and 
example resulting page in German is shown below.  IN 2018-QMR3 it is planned to 
translate the main vf-OS video into languages as well. 
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1.4.2 Website Traffic Growth & Monitoring 

Name Website Traffic Growth & Monitoring Not Due 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration M36 

Status Not Due 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Website 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

For measurement of project number of visitors, it has been decided to use Wix visitors 
analytics1 (since the website is hosted by Wix). This also provides some feedback about 
visitors’ nationality, device used, pages visited, and time spent. 

Planned 
Schedule 

Throughout whole project lifespan. Measured data from M3 to M9, M10-M18, and M19-
M36 will be reported in D10.3bcd respectively 

Responsibility UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

Wix is used to measure the traffic on the vf-OS website 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 

2017-QMR3 Not due yet 

2018-QMR1 During the period from 27/02 to19/03 the number of vf-OS visitors was of 334 as shown 
in Figure 14. 

                                                 
1 https://www.wix.com/app-market/visitor-analytics/overview 
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Figure 14: Number of visitors 

 

Regarding the countries, vf-OS visitors come mostly from EU, with some accesses from 
USA and from India, as showed in Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15: vf-OS website visitors by country 
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1.4.3 vf-OS Wiki 

Name vf-OS Wiki Completed (Initial) 

Task T1.4 

Next Iteration M30 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Communication 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Sharing of research findings and State of the Art technologies 

Purpose Visibility  

Audience EC, Research, Industrial 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Being merged with vf-OS website, the wiki reaches the same audience. So, the method 
applied in the site is the same used to assess these metrics. In addition, it is also 
possible to collect statistics such as those presented in Figure 19. 

Planned 
Schedule 

M6, M18, M30 

Responsibility UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

The purpose of the vf-OS wiki is to host the State of the Art analysis of the project in a 
dynamic way to have the option to continuously update it with new research findings and 
new technical market changes through the whole project lifecycle. Moreover, all partners 
will have easy access to the wiki to provide their input under a unified platform and thus 
ensure that the project fully utilises the best technology available. The wiki thus acts as a 
compendium of knowledge containing useful information for other researchers in related 
fields. More information about the wiki can be found in Task 1.4 “D1.4abc: Existing 
SOTA Analysis”. 

Monitoring UPV 

Priority 1= Critical 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 vf-OS Wiki2 is ongoing, with the framework in place and ready to start adding content, 
having the look presented in Figure 16. Note that the main reporting of the wiki will be 
under T1.4 and only a summary update is identified below. 

                                                 
2 http://158.42.105.151/mediawiki/index.php/Main_Page 
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Figure 16: vf-OS Wiki 

2017-QMR3 vf-OS wiki has been updated, as showed below both in terms of structure, content and 
submitted to the EU. 

 

Figure 17: vf-OS Wiki 2nd version 

2018-QMR1 Wiki has been updated with the analysis and selection of existing solutions that are 
being used for the development of the vf-OS components, and how these technologies 
are supporting them. 
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Figure 18: vf-OS Wiki 3rd version 

Wiki statistics are: 

 

Figure 19: Wiki statistics 
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1.4.4 Social Networks – LinkedIn 

Name Social Networks – LinkedIn Completed (Initial) 

Task T10.3 

Next Iteration M36 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Both social network pages, LinkedIn and Facebook are going to be used to establish 
connection to manufacturing and logistics companies as a starting point of 
communication used also for exploitation activities. For that an intensive search of 
companies will be performed, and then using messaging systems that both platforms 
provide, vf-OS will present itself to attract companies. This process will start at M24 
taking in mind that by this time, the project will have some results to show. 

Planned 
Schedule 

Throughout project lifespan 

Responsibility KBZ / to be used by All 

Description/ 
Content 

LinkedIn is a professional network through which vf-OS can address very specific target 
groups. It is mainly functional for targeted networking and to create a sustainable vf-OS 
network in which the status of the project but also project outcomes can be shared. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Further notes Although in DoA, Social Networks involved the usage of Twitter, when reflecting about 
this issue, the consortium decided to not use it directly since vf-OS is not a customer-
oriented project. The promotion of the project will be mainly done by Facebook, LinkedIn 
and the project website having a news feed similar to Twitter functionalities. 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 The vf-OS LinkedIn3 page is available as presented in Figure 20. It presents the project 
logo and the same images as that on the website background but rearranged to fit the 
nature of LinkedIN.  It also lightly describes the project goals aligned with Facebook 
description. 

                                                 
3 https://www.linkedin.com/in/vf-os-project-83a8a9130/en 
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Figure 20: vf-OS LinkedIn 

2017-QMR3 The vf-OS LinkedIn page now has 174 connections coming from different countries and 
from the engagement with other projects such as DIGICOR, C2NETm CREMA and 
organisations such as EFFRA. 

2018-QMR1 LinkedIn metrics identify 238 connections, 244 followers coming from several sectors 
and countries mostly Portugal (158), Spain (21), and UK (11). 

 

Figure 21: LinkedIn profile views last 90 days 
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1.4.5 Social Networks – Facebook 

Name Social Networks – Facebook Completed (Initial) 

Task T10.3 

Next Iteration M36 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Both social network pages, LinkedIn and Facebook are going to be used to establish 
connection to manufacturing and logistics companies as a starting point of 
communication used also for exploitation activities. For that, an intensive search of 
companies will be performed, and then using messaging systems that both platforms 
provide, vf-OS will present itself to attract companies. This process will start at M24 
taking in to consideration that by this time, the project will have some results to show.   

Planned 
Schedule 

Throughout project lifespan 

Responsibility KBZ / to be used by All 

Description/ 
Content 

Facebook is a social network in which vf-OS can create a network of ‘friends’ to 
syndicate content to. The vf-OS Facebook page is publicly available. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 The vf-OS Facebook4 page presented in Figure 22 shows the project logo, and a 
background image that is similar to the one presented in the project website. It also 
describes project goals aligned with LinkedIn description and has a direct connection to 
vf-OS website. It has also some images of vf-OS partners at Calpe plenary meeting. 

                                                 
4 https://www.facebook.com/vfoseuropeanproject/ 
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Figure 22: Facebook Account 

2017-QMR3 vf-OS Facebook have the total amount of 53 likes, and already has five posts available for 
consultation related to the WP9 business workshop, generic pictures of different meetings 
and engagement with the ICE Conference. 

 

 

Figure 23: Facebook Insights 
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2018-QMR1 vf-OS Facebook metrics at QMR1 are shown in the next figures.  

 

Figure 24: Facebook likes 

 

Figure 25: Facebook Followers 

 

Figure 26: Facebook posts 
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1.4.6 Marketing Video 

Name Marketing Video Completed (Initial) 

Task T10.3 

Next Iteration M24 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination, Marketing Materials 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Following the same approach used in the project website, to understand the impact of 
the marketing video on the targeted audience, a survey was conducted for its 
subscribers. In this survey one of the feedbacks obtained was related again to the 
language so it was decided to create new videos in each one of the partners countries 
languages (Portuguese, Spanish, French, German, Dutch and Lithuanian). 

Another feedback was related to the lack of pilots’ presence in the video. For that 
reason, it is planned to create pilot specific videos targeted towards the sectors related 
to each pilot (Construction, OEM, Plastic Industries). This is expected to be delivered at 
M24. 

Planned 
Schedule 

M6 

Responsibility CON 

Description/ 
Content 

For dissemination of vf-OS to a wide and generic audience, and to be used in events, a 
video will be created that gives an insight to the aims, objectives, challenges and 
stakeholders of the project. The goal is to highlight features of the platform that are 
easily understood by general audience. The placement of the video will be on YouTube 
and will be distributed by the official vf-OS website, eNewsletter, and social networks. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 
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2017-QMR3 The vf-OS marketing video depicts the project in these major areas: 

• Question: What problems the vf-OS project aims to solve in the manufacturing 
domain 

• Solution: How vf-OS can solve the problems presented to manufacturing 
industries 

• Unfolding: How the solution was achieved, which technical solutions where 
established 

• Team: Who developed the solution 

• Web Pages: Where manufacturing companies and general developers can find 
more information regarding the vf-OS project 

• Results: Why manufacturing companies should choose vf-OS 

The video was produced using an online video editing platform, and post-produced for 
time management of each scene and audio mixing. 

 

Figure 27: Marketing Video 

The video is available on vf-OS YouTube page: https://tinyurl.com/yaox732h 

2018-QMR1 Additional videos have been created which, in terms of design and content, are similar to 
the original one but are updated to reflect the different languages of vf-OS partners (and 
thus their main market). The main video has 323 views and the channel has 33 
subscribers. 
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1.4.7 Printed Media – Flyer 

Name Printed Media – Flyer Completed 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration N/A - Finished 

Status Completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Materials 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
criteria 

To understand some figures related to the flyers, partners are in charge of taking notes 
on how many of these items they take with them when they are participating in events 
and report on these figures. 

Planned 
Schedule 

M6 

Responsibility UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

vf-OS will develop project flyers (‘postcard’) as form of project dissemination intended 
for wide distribution. The vf-OS Flyer will be a small hand-out (A4/5 size) that 
communicates the project’s main message, main research objectives, context, contact 
details and project partners. The flyers will be the dissemination material used as the 
point-of-entry to capture the interest of the audience. The distribution will be handed out 
to the interested audience through different events. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 

2017-QMR3 The first version of the flyer is a double-sided A4/5 flyer shown in Figure 28, and also 

available in Annex C. The first page shows the ‘Factories do more with vf-OS’ message 
and highlights the features of the vf-OS Platforms components and the benefits for each 
customer group. The second page shows the main vf-OS interactions diagram, adapted 
to match the styles of the flyer and some quotes from key users. Both pages reinforce the 
notion of vf-OS as an operating system for factories with analogies with mobile and 
desktop operating systems. 
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Figure 28: vf-OS Flyer 

2018-QMR1 The flyer design is finished. The numbers related to the flyer are: 

• ICE Conference: 100 flyers distributed 

• Big Data London: 100 flyers distributed 

• I-ESA: 50 flyers distributed 
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1.4.8 Printed Media – Brochure 

Name Printed Media – Brochure Completed (Initial) 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration M32 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Materials / Web Portal (since it will be available in the web portal) 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

To understand some figures related to the brochure, partners are in charge of taking 
notes on how many of these items take with them when they are participating in events 
and report on these figures. 

Planned 
Schedule 

Multiple: M6, M16 (for review) and M32 (for review and final workshop) 

Responsibility UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

Brochures will be published to show the objectives, advances, benefits and the 
exploitable results generated of the research, and will be adapted to different and 
various target groups. This brochure contains more business-oriented information about 
vf-OS. The brochure will focus on the benefits that the vf-OS results provide to the 
manufacturing sector. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 

2017-QMR3 vf-OS first brochure is presented below and also available in Annex C. 
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Figure 29: vf-OS Brochure 

2018-QMR1 The brochure has been updated with small design updates. The background image is now 
without dots and connectors. Distributed brochures at this moment are: 

• ICE Conference: 75 

• Big Data London: 75 

• I-ESA: 50 
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1.4.9 Printed Media – Poster 

Name Printed Media – Poster Completed (Initial) 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration M32 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Materials 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

After some feedback obtained from banners viewers in the events that vf-OS was 
present, and in particular about the lack of pilots’ promotion, it has been decided to 
create posters that illustrate pilots usage of vf-OS. Also, to reach software developers it 
has been decided to create a poster to address this customer segment. 

Planned 
Schedule 

M9 

Responsibility UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

For public events where a banner is too large to present, or where the banner needs 
support with more general view of the project, a generic poster will be developed. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 

2017-QMR3 Not due yet 

2018-QMR1 Pilot 2 poster is presented in the next figure and also in annex C. The other pilots follow 
the same template. 

 

Figure 30: Pilot 2 Poster example 
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1.4.10 Printed Media – Banner 

Name Printed Media – Banner Completed 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration N/A - Finished 

Status First version completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Materials 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General, Industrial, Technical 

Assessment 
Criteria 

For understanding how the project banner impacted the audience, feedback was asked 
to the viewers in the several events that it has been used. For that reason, some minor 
updates were made to make it look more impacting. 

Planned 
Schedule 

M9 

Responsibility UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

This banner should support vf-OS presence on events and create interest in the 
audience from far away to come closer and discuss the project directly with each of the 
vf-OS partners that are attending the event. Several Banners will be printed for core 
dissemination use and partners will be given the artwork to print their own since they are 
relatively inexpensive. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 

2017-QMR3 vf-OS banner is presented in Figure 31, and also available in Annex C. 

 

Figure 31: vf-OS Banner 

2018-QMR1 Minor design updates were made to the banner. 
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1.4.11 eNewsletter 

Name eNewsletter Completed (Initial) 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration M19 

Status Completed (multiple deliveries all on track, but not ended) 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Since this activity is targeted for general audience, all vf-OS partners were involved in 
the process, being each in charge of delivering it to at least 20 people and a mailing list 
was created for newsletter distribution. It also involved contacts obtained in the events 
that vf-OS was present. 

Planned 
Schedule 

Several: M9, M18 and M35 

Responsibility KBZ  

Description/ 
Content 

A virtual newsletter (eNewsletter) will be sent every year to interested stakeholders on a 
subscription basis, managed through the vf-OS website. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 1= Critical 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 

2017-QMR3 The first vf-OS newsletter introduces the readers with vf-OS goals, a glimpse of partners, 
the architecture and business view. It ends with the detailed description of vf-OS 
workshops during the ICE Conference. Full version is presented in Annex C. 
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Figure 32: vf-OS 1st eNewsletter 

2018-QMR1 Not available yet. To allow reporting of the successful vf-OS I-ESA workshop it has been 
decided to create and distribute vf-OS 2nd newsletter in M19. 

  

 

 

 
Ed.1 / 2017 

Welcome, to the first virtual factory Operating System project newsletter. 
 

What is	vf-OS? The goal of this project is to develop an Open Operating System for Virtual 

Factories composed of a kernel, application programming interface, and middleware specifically 

designed for the factory of the future. It also encloses a virtual factory Platform (vf-P) 
that aims to be an economical multi-sided market platform that creates value by enabling 
interactions between four customer groups: 

• Software Developers (independent or within individual manufacturers) who will build 
Manufacturing Apps (vApps) either through innovation or from 
manufacturing user demand 

• Manufacturing and Logistic Users who will explore the marketplace 
for already created vApps ready to be run on the vf-OS environment 

• Manufacturing and Logistics Solutions Providers who will 

provide ICT interfaces and manufacturing connections 
• Service Providers who will make available services (hosting, 

storage, connected cloud services, etc.) including those based on 

developed solutions 
 

 
The vf-P  
will provide a 

range of services 
to the connected 
factories of the future to integrate better manufacturing and logistics 

processes. Manufacturing Applications Store will be open to software 
developers using the free Open Applications Development Kit 
provided.  

 
They will be able to quickly develop and deploy smart applications to 
enable and optimise communication and collaboration among supply 

networks of all manufacturing sectors in all the manufacturing stages 
and logistic processes. 

Analogy between regular OS and vf-OS 

 

 

vf-OS – virtual factory Open Operating System – is a project funded by 

the H2020 Framework Programme of the European Commission 

under Grant Agreement 723710 and conducted in the period October 
2016 until August 2019.  
It engages 14 partners 

from 7 countries with a 
total budget of circa 
7.5M€.   

 
 
 

 
 
 

is a Spanish SME located in Aretxabaleta, 
Gipuzkoa reference in the development and 

manufacture of automation production 
equipment. MASS is specialised in designing, 

manufacturing and installing systems and equipment to automate 

assembly processes. More info @ www.mondragon-assembly.com 
 

is a Lithuanian company located in Vilnius 

manufacturer of PhotoVoltaic (PV) glass and 
provider of solar energy solutions. VS merge and utilize PV glass 
processing & lamination as well as insulated glass manufacturing 

industries to supply entirely customized PV safety glass components. 
More info @ www.viasolis.eu 
 

is one of the major Portuguese consultancy 
companies, providing a wide range of multi-

disciplinary services in engineering fields particularly related to Project 

Management and Construction Works Supervision acting on behalf of 
its Clients to ensure the works are implemented according to the 
contract agreement. More info @ www.consulgal.pt  

 
is a French SME located in Saint Symphorien 
d'Ozon, Rhones specialized in manufacturing 

and transformation of plastic. APR has 
advanced technical solutions to transform and compose plastics for 
several application domains: automotive, aeronautic, water, etc. More 

info @ www.apr.eu 
 

is a French SME located in La Grand-Croix, La 

Loire which has significant expertise in 
engineering and transforming metal parts using 

several technologies. The proposed resources and competences 

enable tardy to be a strategic partner for aeronautic and railway 
industries. More info @ www.tardy.fr 

 

Newsletter		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

vf-OS	Pilot	Industries	

vf-OS	Partners	

 The team @ vf-OS Kick off Meeting in Calpe 
19

 
 

 
 

 

 

vf-OS is based on a federated architecture, which consists of several 

components split into the following architectural building blocks:  
 

• Design time: Application-Development: This block comprises 
of the different vf-OS components that will be used for the 
development of vApps. These components or features are useful 

for developers or for business people to carry out relevant 
activities when developing a vApp.  

• Runtime: Application Services & Middleware: This block 

includes the vf-OS components that will be used by the vApps 
when they are executing or when they are trying to execute some 
of the vf-OS resources. It is possible to distinguish four different 

modules depending on their functionality: the Middleware, Data 
Management, I/O Toolkit, and Control modules. 

• Use: Application-Deployment: This block is composed of those 

vf-OS components that will be taken into consideration when the 
vf-OS environment is going to be in use.  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Visit	US		
 http://www.vf-os.eu/ 

 https://www.facebook.com/vfoseuropeanproject/ 

 http://www.linkedin.com/in/vf-os-project 

  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN-5AXqIaXjXItq8jJuoW1w 

 

 
	

vf-OS business approach is largely foreseen to happen through a 

platform/marketplace approach. A marketplace is a platform where 

demand and supply for certain goods or services meet in order to: 
  
(1) Offer products and services in a structured manner  

(2) Select and find required products and services 
(3) Negotiate the price and conditions 
(4) Set up a contract, and 

(5) Pay and deliver the offered products and services. 
	
vf-OS aspires to become sustainable after the project ends. Therefore, 

it is envisioned to create a consortium from partners to set up the “vf-

OS Limited” to jointly commercialise the work at project end. 
 
To bring vf-OS to the market as a whole and not being dependant on 

individual partners interests is a key issue. A Business Plan for the 
joint exploitation is being drawn up to be implemented post-project. 

Included within in this will be commercialisation opportunities to be 
made available to any partner to bring their vf-OS related technology 
to the market. 

 
Creating a robust business plan is an important and complex task and 
thus it will be created in an iterative approach based on an initial 

business model that will be refined through pilot test during the project.

 

vf-OS	is proudly hosting two workshop sessions, on the 23
rd

 ICE / ITMC conference that will be held in Madeira Island, Portugal from 27 to 29 of June 

of 2017. The goal of these workshop sessions is to firstly establish synergies with other FoF projects and to reach an impact position among the 

stakeholders of the European Factories of the Future Research Association and secondly to analyse which vf-OS	results have potential to be proposed 

as a standardization activity/initiative at CEN.  

 
27 June 2017 28 June 2017 

10.30h-15.30h CEN Workshop on Big Data 

 
14.30h-18.00h WS1 – Conceptual Workshop 
Chaired by: Eduardo Saiz – IK4-IKERLAN, Ricardo Goncalves – 

UNINOVA 

14:30 - 14:45: WS1 introduction 
14:45 - 15:45: S11: CPS Legacy Systems 

Moderator: Carlos Agostinho – UNINOVA (C2NET) 
15:45 - 16:45: S12: Interoperability of Platforms & SoTA Platforms 
Moderator: Usman Wajid – ICE (DIGICOR) 

17:00 - 18:00: S13: FIWARE for Industry: open APIs for Connected 
Factories 
Moderator: Sergio Gusmeroli – POLIMI (BEinCPPS) 

20' The FIWARE for INDUSTRY platform (sergio POLIMI) 
10' vfOS usage of FIWARE-FITMAN (Eduardo IKERLAN Ricardo 
UNINOVA) 

10' COMPOSITION usage of FIWARE-FITMAN (Jorge ATOS) 
20' Discussion (ALL) 

10.30h-15.30h WS2 – Platforms Analysis, Implementation and 

Business Workshop 
Chairs: Raúl Poler – UPV (vf-OS); Gash Bhullar – C2KLimited 
(CREMA); 

 
10:30 - 10:45: WS2 introduction 
10:45 - 11:45: S21: Core ICT Technologies and Reference 

Architectures 
Moderator: João Sarraipa – UNINOVA (vf-OS) 
11:45 - 12:45: S22: European Projects Business Models and 

Ecosystems 
Moderator: Gash Bhullar (CREMA) 
13:45 - 14:45: S23: Multi-side Platforms Business Models 

Moderator: Arian Zwegers (EC Unit A2) 
14:45 - 15:30: WSs Closing remarks 
Participants: Ricardo Goncalves – UNINOVA; Eduardo Saiz – IK4-

IKERLAN (vf-OS) 
Participants: Chris Decubber – EFFRA (ConnectedFactories) 

 

vf-OS	Architecture	

vf-OS	Multi-side	platform	

For info about vf-OS technologies please go to 
http://www.vf-os.eu/wiki 

Thank you very much for your interest in vf-OS	project!  

vf-OS	Workshop	
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1.4.12 Business Card 

Name Business Card Completed 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration N/A 

Status Completed  

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Business card is also a mean to establish a direct connection to external audience. For 
knowing the impact of this on general audience, it has been requested for partners 
information about how many business cards they distributed and how many contacts 
they established. These contacts details were added to vf-OS mailing list. 

Planned 
Schedule 

None, it was added after being available since M10. 

Responsibility UPV 

Description/ 
Content 

A small business card following the same style of the banner, with vf-OS contacts, QR 
code and grant agreement info. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 4= Nice to have 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2018-QMR1 The business card is the one presented in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33: Business card 
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1.4.13 Press Releases 

Name Press Releases Ongoing 

Task T10.3 

Next Iteration M24 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Industrial 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Each partner is in charge of spreading the word of vf-OS among their customers and 
suppliers network, clusters, associations, groups or cooperatives that they belong to. 
After that they are in charge of reporting to whom they have sent it and what was the 
feedback received. 

Planned 
Schedule 

Several: M24, M35 

Responsibility IKERLAN 

Description/ 
Content 

The vf-OS consortium will publish several press releases during the project’s lifetime. 
Press releases may take the form of traditional ones as well as more digitally suited 
releases. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not due yet 

2017-QMR3 Not due yet 

2018-QMR1 IKERLAN has used MANU-KET to launch a press release at: 

http://www.manufacturing-ket.com/noticias/proyecto-europeo-vf-os-desarrollado-por-
varios-miembros-de-manu-ket/ 

MANU-KET is a Spanish Technological Platform for Advanced Manufacturing formed by 
74 R&D organizations (of which UPV & IKERLAN are members) and 126 companies (from 
manufacturing, IT, services, …). MASS is also part of the MONDRAGON 
EQUIPAMIENTO Division. 

MANU-KET platform is born with an open integration spirit. Its aim is to identify 
technological needs required by future products and services, in which the incorporation 
of advanced materials, microelectronics, photonics and nanotechnologies (all of them, 
considered Key Enabling Technologies as defined by the EC) require new processes, 
equipment and production systems with new levels of productivity, safety, functionality or 
precision. These new technological developments will place Spanish companies in 
positions of international competitive and leadership. 

The technological platform MANU-KET deals with the needs identified by the five key 
enabling technologies and their impact on the developments to be taken by the six: 
Advanced Manufacturing Processes, Smart and Adaptive Production Equipment, Human-
Machine Collaboration, Digital, Virtual and Efficient Factories, Customer Centric 
Manufacturing y Sustainable Manufacturing. The publication can be found here: 

The following partners have committed to publish in: 
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• ICE – NESSI 

• ASCORA – Website and in newsletters spread among customers 

• ALMENDE – Website and in newsletters spread among customers 

• KNOWLEGEBIZ – Website, social networks and in newsletters spread among 
customers 

• UPV – Using EXOS (UPV Spin-off) network 
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1.4.14 Conferences and Events Participation 

Name Conferences Attendance / Presentations Ongoing 

Task T10.3 

Next Iteration M36 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve and Contribute 

Type General Dissemination, Technical Event 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

For understanding this activity impact, all the partners have to clearly identify the 
audience that assisted a vf-OS presentation, and report on the contacts established and 
the number of people that attended such event. 

Planned 
Schedule 

vf-OS aims to be seriously engaged presenting/chairing at several 
conferences/workshops and anticipates partners to engage in 5 conferences over 3 
years, all together. 

Responsibility UNINOVA 

Description/ 
Content 

The presentation of research findings in national and international events such as 
conferences, trade fairs, workshops and summer schools is an important dissemination 
activity, providing an opportunity to present vf-OS results and engage with various 
communities such as scientific, technological and industries. For attending an event or 
conference each partner must apply for it by filling a web form in which it is stated the 
intention of attending the event. Only after approval of the Impact Group can a partner 
could attend relevant events. For reporting on an activity, one should follow the template 
provided on 2017-QMR3 section. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager and Scientific Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 The following preliminary list identifies some of the targeted events for vf-OS during 
2017. An updated list highlights the attendance, participants and results at M9 and will 
be reported in D10.3: 

• 23th International Conference on Engineering, Technology and Innovation, 
27 to 29 June 2017 in Madeira Island, Portugal. One of the key themes addressed 
by this conference is “Factories of the Future: Advances in Engineering 
Management and Technologies” which is focused on topics such as ICT for 
Manufacturing, Industrial Product Service Systems, Manufacturing Maintenance & 
Repair Operations etc. For vf-OS this can provide an interesting platform for 
exploitation actions for vf-OS and increase project synergies. This event is of 
major focus for all R&A partners of vf-OS such as LYON2, UNINOVA, UPV and 
IKERLAN. 

• EMO Hannover 2017 – Connecting Systems for Intelligent Production, 18 to 
23 September 2017 in Hannover, Germany. This event provides exhibition 
opportunity with one of the key topic being “Software, manufacturing and process 
automation”. From the data of past events a huge number of exhibitors and 
visitors from manufacturing domains participate in the event. Thus, this event 
provides a useful platform for promoting and demonstrating early results of vf-OS. 
The expected participants in this event are mainly the ICT partners such as ASC, 
ICE, or ALM together with industrial partners, such as VS, or MASS. 
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• 13th Annual European Manufacturing Strategies Summit and Expo, 20 to 22 
November 2017 in Berlin, Germany. This event is targeted for bringing experts 
from different industrial sectors with key note speeches on emerging trends in 
manufacturing. At the same time this event also conducts discussions on use-
case studies from leading industries in Europe. While, another interesting activity 
is Business Appointments & Networking. This event thus can be useful for 
networking with potential industrial leaders for commercialisation of vf-OS. 
Partners mainly in the coordination level, ie Project Coordinator (ICE) and 
Technical Manager (UPV), can provide successful participation in this event. 

2017-QMR3 Conferences and Events Participation Report 

Title 23rd ICE IEEE ITMC Conference 2017 

Context Hosted workshop: Factories of the Future: Engineering, 
Technology & Innovation Management beyond 2020 

Attended workshop: CEN Workshop on Big Data 

Date 27-29 of June 2017 

Location Madeira, Portugal 

vf-OS attendees All partners 

 

 

Purpose / 
objective 

The main goal of this participation is to conduct impact activities to 
disseminate project results throughout Europe and beyond and 
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make knowledge available in a suitable format to enterprises and 
SMEs in order to increase the adoption of the project results. 

Website (if any) http://www.ice-conference.org/  

vf-OS related 
scientific 
aspects 

CPS Legacy Systems; Interoperability of Platforms & State of the 
Art Platforms; FIWARE for Industry: open APIs for Connected 
Factories; Core ICT Technologies and Reference Architectures; 
European Projects Business Models and Ecosystems; Multi-side 
Platforms Business Models 

Target audience 
and 
dissemination 
level 

International 

 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

There are several workshops where the project will be represented 
mainly to establish synergies with other FoF projects and to reach 
an impact position among the stakeholders of the European 
Factories of the Future Research Association (EFFRA). Also, there 
will be a workshop on Big Data standardisation where the 
objective from vf-OS is to analyse what project results have 
potential to be proposed as a standardisation activity/initiative at 
CEN. 

Impact of the 
action 

The workshop attendance was of 42 people in 1st day and 35 on 
the second in which Arian Zwegers (Programme Officer at 
European Commission – DG CONNECT, Unit “Technologies 
& Systems for Digitising Industry”), Chris Decubber from EFFRA 
and representatives from 11 EU projects (FoF-11-2016, FoF-09-
2015 and FoF-01-2014) were present. Very interesting 
presentations of topics with common interest for the FoF projects 
as well as great discussions among participants took place. Also, 
individual positioning of each FoF project as well as potential 
collaboration ideas among them were addressed. At the end of the 
workshop, a positive feedback from attendance and, especially, 
from the Programme Officer was received. 

Other relevant 
information 

Agenda: 

Workshop Sessions Track 1 - 27 June 2017 

10.30h-15.30h: CEN Workshop on Big Data 
14.30h-18.00h: WS1: Conceptual Workshop 

Chairs: Eduardo Saiz – IK4-IKERLAN (vf-OS); Ricardo 
Goncalves – UNINOVA (vf-OS) 

http://www.ice-conference.org/
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14:30h-14:45h: WS1 introduction 
14:45h-15:45h: S11: CPS Legacy Systems 

Moderator: Carlos Agostinho – UNINOVA (C2NET) 
15:45h-16:45h: S12: Interoperability of Platforms & State of the 

Art Platforms 
Moderator: Usman Wajid – ICE (DIGICOR) 

17:00h-18:00h: S13: FIWARE for Industry: open APIs for 
Connected Factories 

Moderator: Sergio Gusmeroli – POLIMI (BEinCPPS) 
20' The FIWARE for INDUSTRY platform (Sergio POLIMI) 
10' vf-OS usage of FIWARE-FITMAN (Eduardo IKERLAN and 
Ricardo UNINOVA) 
10' COMPOSITION usage of FIWARE-FITMAN (Jorge ATOS) 
20' Discussion (ALL) 

Workshop Sessions Track 2 - 28 June 2017 

10.30h-15.30h: WS2: Platforms Analysis, Implementation and 
Business Workshop 

Chairs: Raúl Poler – UPV (vf-OS); Gash Bhullar – C2KLimited 
(CREMA) 

10:30h-10:45h: WS2 introduction 
10:45h-11:45h: S21: Core ICT Technologies and Reference 
Architectures 

Moderator: João Sarraipa – UNINOVA (vf-OS) 
11:45h-12:45h: S22: European Projects Business Models and 
Ecosystems 

Moderator: Gash Bhullar (CREMA) 
13:45h-14:45h: S23: Multi-side Platforms Business Models 

Moderator: Arian Zwegers (EC Unit A2) 
14:45h-15:30h: WSs Closing remarks 

Participants: Ricardo Goncalves – UNINOVA (vf-OS); Eduardo 
Saiz – IK4-IKERLAN (vf-OS); Arian Zwegers (EC Unit A2); Chris 
Decubber – EFFRA (ConnectedFactories) 

Figure 34: ICE Conference Participation Report 

2017-QMR4 Conferences and Events Participation Report 

Title Pragmatically Stepping into the Twinned Digital World of 4IR 

Context Attended workshops 

Date 16 October 2017 

Location Bridgend, South Wales, UK 

vf-OS attendees ICE, IKERLAN 
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Purpose / 
objective 

“Industry 4.0 (or 4IR within UK) is the current revolution sweeping 
the UK. It is key to understand the real features being offered by 
this new paradigm”. The event showcased products and services 
designed to demonstrate the benefits of cutting edge concepts of 
Industry 4.0 such as “Digital Twinning”. These topics were 
discussed with practical demonstrations to highlight the real 
implications for businesses who want to adopt the new 
technology. 

Website (if any) http://www.smecluster.com/events/2017/11/smecluster-event-4-
pragmatically-stepping-into-the-twinned-digital-world-of-4ir/ 

vf-OS related 
scientific 
aspects 

CPS Legacy Systems; Interoperability of Platforms & State of the 
Art Platforms; Core ICT Technologies and Reference 
Architectures; European Projects Business Models and 
Ecosystems; Multi-side Platforms Business Models 

Target audience 
and 
dissemination 
level 

Local and Regional with participation from international speakers 

 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

vf-OS was invited to participate at this event where other FoF 
projects, such as CREMA, C2NET, DIGICOR, etc. were also 
present. CREMA and C2NET, since they are in their last stages of 
execution, presented much more mature developments. On the 
other hand, vf-OS and DIGICOR presented more conceptual 
topics than real developments. vf-OS took the opportunity to know 
business cases directly from industry, especially Siemens, Ford 
and Balluff which presented how they solved I4.0 challenges in 
several domains. 

Impact of the 
action 

The workshop attendance was of 82 people, mostly coming from 
the local and regional industry. Arian Zwegers (Programme Officer 
at European Commission – DG CONNECT, Unit “Technologies & 
Systems for Digitising Industry”) set the scene where the facts & 
figures were exposed from the EU targeting the South Wales 
industry. The industrial speeches were considered very interesting 
and relevant to vf-OS topics with common interest with the other 
FoF projects present. Two panel discussions were held at the end 
of the morning and afternoon sessions. Also, individual 
presentations from different FoF projects were given as well as 
potential collaboration ideas among them were addressed. During 
the workshop, feedback interactively gathered was received by the 
attendees to make the event as dynamic as possible. 

Other relevant 
information 

Agenda: 
 
09:00 – 09:15 Registration 
 
Industrial Focus 

http://www.smecluster.com/events/2017/11/smecluster-event-4-pragmatically-stepping-into-the-twinned-digital-world-of-4ir/
http://www.smecluster.com/events/2017/11/smecluster-event-4-pragmatically-stepping-into-the-twinned-digital-world-of-4ir/
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09:15 – 09:30 Opening session - Welcome and Event 
Presentation – Gash Bhullar (SMECluster) 
Arian Zwegers (European Commission – Video Link), Geraint 
Green (WEFO) 
 
Session 1 
09:30 – 10:20 The Twinned Industrial Landscape 
Intro Gash Bhullar 
Andy Hodgson – Siemens – MindSphere Applications for 
production improvement 
Andy Parker Bates – Festo – Industry 4.0 Growth 
Russel Smith – Balluff – Strategy for UK with 4IR 
Damon Rands – Wolfberry – Enabling Secure Connectivity 
 
Session 2 
10:20 – 11:10 Digitising European Industry – Presentations 
Intro Tim Williams 
Arnd Schirrmann – Airbus Hamburg – Supplier strategy 4.0 
Mark Thomas – Ford Motor Company Bridgend – Deployment 
challenges for OEMs 
Roberto Camp – Fluidhouse Oy Finland – Evolution meets 
Revolution 
Stefan Peerenbooms – Tenneco Belgium – Process Optimisation 
and Analytics 
 
Session 3 
11:10 – 11:20 Stepping into the Twinned Digital World of 4IR 
Simon Osborne - Control 2K Limited - Industreweb4.0 / CREMA / 
DIGICOR - The Glue for I4.0 
 
11:20 – 11:30 Coffee break 
 
Session 4 
11:15 – 12:00 Practical Digital Factory Demonstrations with 
partners 
Group Briefing - Gash Bhullar 
Group 1 – Area 3 – Cyber Security 
Group 2 – Area 4 – Festo Demo 
Group 3 – Area 5 – Balluff Demo 
Group 4 – Area 6 – C2K Demo 1 
Group 5 – Area 7 – C2K Demo 2 
Group 6 – Area 8 – C2K Demo 3 
Group 7 – Area 9 – STEM Demo 
 
Session 5 
12:20 – 13:00 Panel discussion and Feedback 
Moderator: Gash Bhullar, CREMA TANet - Impact WP Leader 
 
13:00 – 14:00 Lunch break /Demonstrations 
 
Technical Focus 
Session 6 
14:00 – 14:15 Technical Talk 
Roberto Camp – Fluidhouse Oy Finland – Incorporating EU 
project results into business 
 
Session 7 
14:15 – 15:00 Technical Session: CREMA Detailed 
demonstration 
Project overview – Tim Dellas 
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Use Case 1 – David Chico / Jon Rodriguez 
Use Case 2 – Stefan Peerenbooms / Jessica Gil 
Moderator: Tim Dellas, ASC – CREMA Project Manager 
 
15:00 – 15:15 Coffee break / CREMA DEMO over Coffee 
 
Session 8 
15:15 – 16:00 Future Concepts for Industry 4 
vf-OS Project – Oscar Garcia Perales (ICE) 
C2NET Project - Jorge Rodriguez Edroso (Atos) 
DIGICOR Project – Arnd Schirrmann (Airbus) 
Digital Manufacturing Innovation Hub for Wales – Hefin Rowlands 
(USW/TANet) 
 
16:00 – 16:30 Final panel discussion 
Moderator: Gash Bhullar, CREMA TANet - Impact WP Leader 
 
16:30 Closing remarks and end of Event 

Figure 35: Pragmatically Stepping into the Twinned Digital World of 4IR Participation 
Report 

Conferences and Events Participation Report 

Title ASME's International Mechanical Engineering Congress and 
Exposition (IMECE) - Workshops: 2-8-1and 2-8-2 Innovative 
Product Design I and II 

Context Attended workshops 

Date 3-9 November 2017 

Location Tampa, Florida, USA 

vf-OS attendees UNINOVA 

Purpose / 
objective 

To expand international cooperation, understanding and 
promotion of efforts and disciplines in the area of Innovative 
Product Design. Dissemination of knowledge by presenting 
research results, new developments, and novel concepts in 
Innovative Product Design will serve as the foundation upon which 
the conference program of this area will be developed. 

Website (if any) http://www.asmeconferences.org/IMECE2017/  

vf-OS related 
scientific 
aspects 

Innovative Product Design brings new challenges in the advances 
towards the manufacturing of the future. This session presents the 
major research results and challenges to the industry to bring 
innovation worldwide in this domain. 

Target audience 
and 
dissemination 
level 

Local, Regional and International participants 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

vf-OS was invited to participate on this event where other EC 
projects such as ACACIA and C2NET were presented. ACACIA 
and C2NET, since they are in their last stages of execution, 
presented much more mature developments. On the other hand, 
vf-OS presented more conceptual topics than real developments. 
vf-OS took the opportunity to know business cases directly from 
industry. 

Impact of the 
action 

The workshop attendance was of 24 in the first session and 21 in 
the second one, with people coming from the local regional and 
international industry. 

http://www.asmeconferences.org/IMECE2017/
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As manufacturing systems evolve and become more complex, the 
need for novel strategies for product design and manufacturing 
operations, automated data interchange and coordinated 
seamless knowledge and behaviour of large scale manufacturing 
systems becomes highly critical. Global manufacturing depends 
on the interoperability of its systems and applications, and to 
achieve such holistic, adaptive and seamless advanced 
manufacturing environment there is a need to devise strategies 
that leverage applied research and technological developments 
that lead to innovation in product design and manufacturing 
practices. 

This topic seeks to bring together novel contributions from 
researchers and practitioners who are exploring the definition and 
applicability of Advanced Manufacturing in a global perspective 
towards Innovative Product Design, putting focus on novel 
strategies, methods and tools in a research, engineering and 
technological standpoints. Conceptual, theoretical, empirical and 
technological contributions are foreseen, illustrated by 
manufacturing examples and convincingly demonstrating 
noteworthy novelty in comparison with previously reported results.  

Other relevant 
information 

N/A 

Figure 36: ASME IMECE Participation Report 

Conferences and Events Participation Report 

Title Big Data London 

Context Attendance and exhibition 

Date 15 and 16 of November 2017 

Location London, UK 

vf-OS attendees ICE 

 

Purpose / 
objective 

The main goal of this participation was to present Process 
Designer Editor (vf-OS component usage) in a demo of a 
FischerTechnik model factory. Also, to spread the word of vf-OS 
into commercial domains that weren’t so aware of H2020 
programmes. 

Website (if any) https://bigdataldn.com/ 

https://bigdataldn.com/
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vf-OS related 
scientific 
aspects 

Data Analytics and Semantic Harmonisation 

Target audience 
and 
dissemination 
level 

International 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

Establish connection with commercial companies that could join 
vf-OS in the future, being this totally aligned with project 
exploitation strategy. 

Impact of the 
action 

This event show is advertised as the largest data and analytics 
event in the UK and attracted over 5000 (business orientated) 
attendees, 80 exhibitors, with 5 continues theatres and 100 
speakers. It had a highly commercial flavour with many users with 
approximately 80% of the audience were from the UK and the 
other 20% largely from Europe. ICE estimates it had more intimate 
face-face discussions with around 5% of the total audience and 
the stand was permanently queued with people due to their 
interest and whilst focused on vf-OS, there was also interest in 
Industry 4.0 and Digitising Industry Topics. 

Other relevant 
information 

N/A 

Figure 37: Big Data London Participation Report 

2018-QMR1 Conferences and Events Participation Report 

Title I-ESA2018 Conference / vf-OS Workshop I 

Context Through D10.4 vf-OS has committed to a Research Workshop 
and an Industrial Workshop.  This represented vf-OS’ Research 
workshop which was hosted in the contact of I-ESA. 

Below is the high-level picture but a full report will be given in 
deliverable D10.4a. 

 

Date 21 March 2018 

Location Fraunhofer, IPK, Berlin 

vf-OS attendees All 
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Purpose / 
objective 

The objective of this workshop is to present from a technical point 
of view the research performed in vf-OS during its first half of the 
project and to interact with the audience (mainly the research 
community). 

Website (if any) http://iesa2018.ipk.fraunhofer.de/4956/  

vf-OS related 
scientific aspects 

Six technical presentations from vf-OS relating to approaches and 
outcomes: Architecture, Enablers Framework or the IO Toolkit, 
Data Management, and OAK components. Thus, all the vf-OS 
research WPs (WP3, 4, 5, and 6) have been benefitted from this 
action. 

Target audience 
and 
dissemination 
level 

The target audience of this workshop was largely the research 
community (Universities and Research Centres), but also 
industrial companies (mainly IT and technology providers), 
institutes, and association interested on European projects 
working on manufacturing digitalisation. 

The dissemination level was International due to the reach of the 
I-ESA Conference. 

 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

As a result of the interest generated by the project presentations a 
favorable atmosphere for discussion was created. Questions 
about the vf-OS main goal and development approaches emerged 
from the audience after each presentation. Interesting subjects 
were commented providing a valuable feed-back for the project. 
Among them the following ones stand out: 

• Advantages of using enablers in vf-OS apps 

• Developing Driver and API connectors for connecting a 
wide range of devices (eg OPC UA, MODBUS, …) and 
Information Systems (eg MS Excel, SAP, ODBC, …) 

http://iesa2018.ipk.fraunhofer.de/4956/
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• Security approaches followed in vf-OS components 
developments 

• Data Store and Data Harmonisation approaches 

• Management of vApps versions (eg same vApp but with 
different connectors) 

• Certification levels of software developers 

• Fees for software developers 

• IPRs management for continuous offering the vApp in the 
future 

• Connection between vApps that are part of the same 
process 

To highlight this interest, after the presentation of the business 
simulation tool, many discussions arose regarding the need of 
performing market analysis to define how to penetrate the market 
(vf-OS Ltd.) and the differentiation from competitors (eg Siemens 
MindSphere): price, simplicity, benefits for stakeholders etc. 
Security is mentioned again as a critical issue for having success. 

Finally, NIST representative Nenad Ivezic invited vf-OS to a two-
day joint workshop at the NIST facilities (Washington) to work on 
relevant issues of vf-OS the project (eg APIs connectors with 
business applications ERPs, MES, etc. or Security Standards.). It 
would be a great opportunity to collaborate with one of the most 
relevant organisations in the world regarding standardisation 
issues. 

Impact of the 
action 

The workshop attendance was of 32 people from 11 Countries. 12 
of them were outside the project coming from Universities (4), 
Research Centres (1), IT companies (6), Institutes (1), and 
Associations (1). 

Other relevant 
information 

Agenda; 
Chairs: Raúl Poler (UPV) and Ricardo Gonçalves (UNINOVA) 
 
09.10h-09.20h: vf-OS - General project presentation 
Raúl Poler (UPV) 

09.20h-09.45h: vf-OS – Architecture 
Danny Pape (ASC) 

09:45h-10:20h: vf-OS – Enablers Framework: an approach to 
develop applications using FIWARE 
Joao Sarraipa (UNINOVA) 

10.20h-11:00h: vf-OS – IO Toolkit 
Victor Anaya (UPV) 

11.00h-11.30h: Coffee break 

11.30h-11.45h: vf-OS - Data Management Component 
Objectives 
Joao Giao (UNINOVA) 

11.45h-12.15h: vf-OS – An Open Environment for 
Development of Manufacturing Applications 
Carlos Coutinho (CMS) 

12.15h-12.30h: vf-OS – A novel approach to software 
development in the microservice environment of vf-OS 
Luis Manteigas (ALM) 

12.30h-13.00h: vf-OS – Business Simulation Model 
Raúl Poler (UPV) 
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Figure 38: I-ESA2018 Participation Report 
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1.4.15 Scientific Papers 

Name Scientific Papers Ongoing 

Task T10.3 

Next Iteration M36 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience General 

Assessment 
Criteria 

For understanding scientific papers metrics, it has been created a vf-OS Google Scholar. 
This way it is possible to identify papers citations and h-index an author-level metric that 
attempts to measure both the productivity and citation impact of scientific publications. 

Planned 
Schedule 

Several: M9, M18 and M36 

Responsibility UNINOVA 

Description/ 
Content 

The publication of articles helps to reach a larger audience. To get a paper published in 
an international refereed journal supports the overall goal to have an impact on vf-OS. 
R&D partners will take the initiative for publications with support from the ICT and 
industrial partners. It is expected that most of these publications will be concentrated in 
the second and third years of the project when concrete research results become 
available. All publications produced during the project’s lifetime will be referred on the vf-
OS website and should be placed within Zenodo5 repository following OpenAIRE6 
approach. Once a publication is accepted, it will be reported via the vf-OS website and 
the dissemination deliverables. For this reporting every partner should follow the 
template presented in 2017- QMR3. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager and Scientific Manager 

Priority 2=Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 The list below is an overview of publications (other than conference proceedings as 
detailed in sub-section 1.4.14) that the vf-OS consortium is aiming for. Please note that 
these are not final guaranteed publications but target journals and magazines that lend 
themselves for publications. A final list of papers, the subject and partners involved will 
be available at M9 and reported in D10.3 iterations: 

• International Journal of Computer Integrated Manufacturing: This journal 
reports new research and applications underlining the opportunities and limitations 
of computer integrated manufacturing which is highly aligned with research and 
innovation objective of vf-OS. This journal is published on a regular basis with 
special issues covering topics as diverse as service-oriented architectures, 
dematerialized manufacturing systems, wireless manufacturing and digital 
enterprise technologies thus providing enough time and space for publishing vf-
OS results. 

• International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology: This journal is 
focused on publications of result covering applications-based research topics 

                                                 
5 https://zenodo.org/ 

6 https://www.openaire.eu/ 
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relevant to manufacturing processes, machines, and process integration. Thus, 
this Journal is of relevance to disseminate the technical innovation and experience 
from industrial pilots addressing industrial problems such as Predictive 
Maintenance, Real time Big Data processing, System Integration, System 
Decentralisation, Spare-parts traceability etc. 

• Enterprise Information Systems: This journal is focused on both the technical 
and applications aspects of Enterprise Information Systems technology, and the 
complex and cross-disciplinary problems of enterprise integration that arise in 
integrating extended enterprises. Research and innovation scopes covered by this 
journal include Enterprise architecture design and modelling, cloud computing and 
Big Data Analytics (BDA), Model-Driven Architecture (MDA), component-oriented 
architecture, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), collaborative development, and 
co-operative engineering etc. Thus, this journal can be pivotal for publishing 
technical solutions that will be developed in the scope of R&D WP3-7. 

• Computers in Industry: Special Issue ''IT-support for the development and 
integration of Cyber Physical System in industry": This is a special issue 
publication and since vf-OS has identified CPS as partial research challenge, this 
journal can be of important to disseminate research vision and innovation that vf-
OS can bring in CPS paradigm. Among the different themes addressed by this 
journal the one of interest can be CPS for Advanced Production Systems and 
Smart Manufacturing. Smart Manufacturing responds and leads to a dramatic and 
fundamental business transformation: To demand-dynamic economics keyed on 
customers, partners and the public; real-time integrated computational materials 
engineering and rapid qualification, demand-driven supply chain services some of 
which have also been identified as innovation direction by vf-OS industrial use 
case. 

2017-QMR3 Blank Reporting Template for scientific paper reporting: 

Scientific Paper 

Title 
 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

 

Type of publication: 

• Article in Journal 

• Publication in 
Conference 
proceedings/Workshop 

• Book/Monograph 

• Chapter in a Book 

• Thesis/Dissertation 

 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

 

Relevant Pages 
 

DOI 
 

ISBN 
 

Repository Link 
 

Publisher 
 

Place of publication 
 

Year of publication 
 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ☐ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ☐ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ☐ 
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Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ☐ 

 

2018-QMR1 Scientific Paper 
Title A CPS-Agent self-adaptive quality control platform for 

industry 4.0 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Alaya, N., Dafflon, B., Moalla, N., Ouzrout,Y 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

ICIST 2017 

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 

✓ Publication in Conference proceedings/Workshop 

 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

Proceedings Vol.1 

Relevant Pages pp.114-119 

DOI N/A 

ISBN 978-86-85525-19-3 
Repository Link http://www.eventiotic.com/eventiotic/library/paper/285  

Publisher Society for Information Systems and Computer 
Networks 

Place of publication N/A 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

 

Scientific Paper 

Title Capability Profile for Enterprise Application Integration 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Belfadel, A., Laval, J., Cherifi, C., & Moalla, N 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

23rd ICE/IEEE ITMC 

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 

✓ Publication in Conference proceedings/Workshop 

 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

N/A 

Relevant Pages 1333-1337 

DOI 10.1109/ICE.2017.8280035 

ISBN 978-1-5386-0774-9 

Repository Link http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8280035/  

Publisher IEEE 

Place of publication Funchal, Portugal 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

http://www.eventiotic.com/eventiotic/library/paper/285
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8280035/
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Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

 

Scientific Paper 

Title Domain framework for implementation of open IoT 
ecosystems 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Zdravković, M., Zdravković, J., Aubry, A., Moalla, N., 
Guedria, W., & Sarraipa, J 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

International Journal of Production Research 

Type of publication: ✓ Article in Journal 

 Publication in Conference proceedings / Workshop 
 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / Proceedings 
/ Book 

2017 

Relevant Pages pp.1-18 

DOI 10.1080/00207543.2017.1385870 

ISBN N/A 

Repository Link https://doi.org/10.1080/00207543.2017.1385870  

Publisher Taylor & Francis 

Place of publication N/A 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

 

Scientific Paper 

Title Towards Smart Agriculture using FIWARE Enablers 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Ferreira, D., Corista, P., Gião, J., Ghimire, S., 
Sarraipa, J. & Jardim-Gonçalves, R 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

23rd ICE/IEEE ITMC 

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 

✓ Publication in Conference proceedings/Workshop 

 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

N/A 

Relevant Pages 1544-1551 

DOI 10.1109/ICE.2017.8280066 

ISBN 978-1-5386-0774-9 

Repository Link http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8280066/  

Publisher IEEE 

Place of publication Funchal, Portugal 

Year of publication 2017 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00207543.2017.1385870
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8280066/
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Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ✓ 

 

Scientific Paper 

Title Reconfigurable and updatable product-service 
systems: the path for sustainability and 
personalization 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Marques, M., Agostinho, C., Zacharewicz, G., & 
Jardim-Goncalves, R. 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

Proceedings of the Symposium on Model-driven 
Approaches for Simulation Engineering (p. 11) 

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 

✓ Publication in Conference proceedings/Workshop 

 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

N/A 

Relevant Pages N/A 

DOI 10.22360/springsim.2017.mod4sim.016 

ISBN 978-1-5108-3826-0 

Repository Link http://www.scs.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/06/16_Final_Manuscript-2.pdf  

Publisher Society for Modelling and Simulation (SCS) 
International 

Place of publication Virginia Beach, USA 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ✓ 

 

Scientific Paper 

Title Management of IoT Devices in a Physical Network 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Ferreira, J., Soares, J. N., Jardim-Goncalves, R., & 
Agostinho, C. 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

21st International Conference on Control Systems and 
Computer Science (CSCS)  

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 

✓ Publication in Conference proceedings/Workshop 

 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

N/A 

Relevant Pages pp. 485-492 

DOI 10.1109/CSCS.2017.75 

http://www.scs.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/16_Final_Manuscript-2.pdf
http://www.scs.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/16_Final_Manuscript-2.pdf
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ISBN 9781538618394 

Repository Link http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7968603/  

Publisher IEEE 

Place of publication Bucharest, Romania 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ✓ 

 

Scientific Paper 

Title Semantic Maps for IoT Network Reorganization in 
face of Sensor Malfunctioning 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Lopes, F., Jardim-Goncalves, R., Ferreira, J., & 
Agostinho, C. 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and 
Cybernetics (SMC) 

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 

✓ Publication in Conference proceedings/Workshop 

 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

N/A 

Relevant Pages pp.1914-1919 

DOI 10.1109/SMC.2017.8122897 

ISBN 978-1-5386-1645-1 

Repository Link http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8122897/  
Publisher IEEE 

Place of publication Banff, Canada 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ✓ 

 

Scientific Paper 

Title Decentralized decision support for intelligent 
manufacturing in Industry 4.0 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Marques, M., Agostinho, C., Zacharewicz, G., & 
Jardim-Gonçalves, R. 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Smart 
Environments 

Type of publication: ✓ Article in Journal 

 Publication in Conference proceedings/Workshop 
 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 
 Thesis/Dissertation 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7968603/
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Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

Vol. 9, issue 3 

Relevant Pages pp. 299-313 

DOI 10.3233/AIS-170436 

ISBN 18761364 

Repository Link https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-
ambient-intelligence-and-smart-environments/ais436  

Publisher iospress 

Place of publication N/A 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ✓ 

 

MsC. Dissertation 

Title “IoT data processing pipeline in FoF perspective” 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Pedro Corista 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

MSc. Dissertation presented at Faculdade de Ciências 
e Tecnologia of Universidade Nova de Lisboa to 
obtain the Master degree in Electrical, Systems and 
Computer Engineering (2017) 

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 
 Publication in Conference Proceedings/Workshop 
 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 

✓ Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

N/A 

Relevant Pages N/A 

DOI N/A 

ISBN N/A 

Repository Link https://run.unl.pt/handle/10362/28225  

Publisher N/A 

Place of publication Almada, Portugal 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ✓ No  ☐ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ✓ 

 

MsC. Dissertation 

Title “Framework for IoT Service Oriented Systems” 

Author(s) 
vf-OS lead in bold 

Diogo Ferreira 

Title of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Books series 

MSc. Dissertation presented at Faculdade de Ciências 
e Tecnologia of Universidade Nova de Lisboa to 

https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-ambient-intelligence-and-smart-environments/ais436
https://content.iospress.com/articles/journal-of-ambient-intelligence-and-smart-environments/ais436
https://run.unl.pt/handle/10362/28225
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obtain the Master degree in Electrical, Systems and 
Computer Engineering (2017) 

Type of publication:  Article in Journal 
 Publication in Conference Proceedings/Workshop 
 Book/Monograph 
 Chapter in a Book 

 ✓ Thesis/Dissertation 

Number, date or frequency 
of the Journal / 
Proceedings / Book 

N/A 

Relevant Pages N/A 

DOI N/A 

ISBN N/A 

Repository Link Not Available yet 

Publisher N/A 

Place of publication Almada, Portugal 

Year of publication 2017 

Is this publication available 
in Open-Access, or will it be 
made available? 

Available in Green Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Available in Gold Open Access Yes ☐ No  ✓ 

Is this a peer-reviewed 
publication? 

Yes ✓  No  ☐ 

Is this a joint public/private 
publication? 

Yes ☐  No  ✓ 
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1.4.15.1 Scientific Workshop 

Name Scientific Workshop Completed 

Task T10.4 

Next Iteration N/A - Finished 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Share and Convince 

Type Workshop 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Scientific 

Assessment 
Criteria 

For clearly identification of the target audience in the scientific workshop, all the 
information of the attendees is collected, such as name, project involved, email. It is 
expected that the audience is mainly from academia since it is a scientific workshop but 
still it is envisioned that other projects join the workshop to stimulate the discussion 
about vf-OS project goals and alignment of strategies. 

Planned 
Schedule 

1 Workshop held with around 30-50 participants 

Responsibility UNINOVA 

Description/ 
Content 

vf-OS will organise one scientific oriented workshop. To reach a broad but also 
specialised group of participants, the aim is to couple the workshop to an existing and 
well-known conference, dealing with vf-OS relevant issues. The workshop will provide 
1/2-1 day presentations and promote the project concepts and results. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager and Scientific Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 One scientific workshop will be organised most probably in the pilot countries to 
maximise the capability of vf-OS deployment. The workshop will be organised with focus 
on RTD impact user/developer impact. A tentative Workshop title can be Workshop on 
Virtual Factory-Operating Systems for next generation Manufacturing Industries, 2107. 
Exact place and date will be finalised in 2017. 

2017-QMR3 Not due yet 

2018-QMR1 Conferences and Events Participation Report 

Title I-ESA2018 Conference / vf-OS Workshop I 

Context Through D10.4 vf-OS has committed to a Research Workshop 
and an Industrial Workshop.  This represented vf-OS’ Research 
workshop which was hosted in the contact of I-ESA. 

Below is the high-level picture but a full report will be given 
in deliverable D10.4a. 

Date 21 March 2018 

Location Fraunhofer, IPK, Berlin 

vf-OS attendees All 
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Purpose / 
objective 

The objective of this workshop is to present from a technical point 
of view the research performed in vf-OS during its first half of the 
project and to interact with the audience (mainly the research 
community). 

Website (if any) http://iesa2018.ipk.fraunhofer.de/4956/  

vf-OS related 
scientific aspects 

Six technical presentations from vf-OS relating to approaches and 
outcomes: Architecture, Enablers Framework or the IO Toolkit, 
Data Management, and OAK components. Thus, all the vf-OS 
research WPs (WP3, 4, 5, and 6) have been benefitted from this 
action. 

Target audience 
and 
dissemination 
level 

The target audience of this workshop was largely the research 
community (Universities and Research Centres), but also 
industrial companies (mainly IT and technology providers), 
institutes, and association interested on European projects 
working on manufacturing digitalisation. 

The dissemination level was International due to the reach of the 
I-ESA Conference. 

http://iesa2018.ipk.fraunhofer.de/4956/
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Benefits for vf-
OS 

As a result of the interest generated by the project presentations a 
favorable atmosphere for discussion was created. Questions 
about the vf-OS main goal and development approaches emerged 
from the audience after each presentation. Interesting subjects 
were commented providing a valuable feed-back for the project. 
Among them the following ones stand out: 

• Advantages of using enablers in vf-OS apps 

• Developing Driver and API connectors for connecting a 
wide range of devices (eg OPC UA, MODBUS, …) and 
Information Systems (eg MS Excel, SAP, ODBC, …) 

• Security approaches followed in vf-OS components 
developments 

• Data Store and Data Harmonisation approaches 

• Management of vApps versions (eg same vApp but with 
different connectors) 

• Certification levels of software developers 

• Fees for software developers 

• IPRs management for continuous offering the vApp in the 
future 

• Connection between vApps that are part of the same 
process 

To highlight this interest, after the presentation of the business 
simulation tool, many discussions arose regarding the need of 
performing market analysis to define how to penetrate the market 
(vf-OS Ltd.) and the differentiation from competitors (eg Siemens 
MindSphere): price, simplicity, benefits for stakeholders etc. 
Security is mentioned again as a critical issue for having success. 

Finally, NIST representative Nenad Ivezic invited vf-OS to a two-
day joint workshop at the NIST facilities (Washington) to work on 
relevant issues of vf-OS the project (eg APIs connectors with 
business applications ERPs, MES, etc. or Security Standards.). It 
would be a great opportunity to collaborate with one of the most 
relevant organisations in the world regarding standardisation 
issues. 

Impact of the 
action 

The workshop attendance was of 32 people from 11 Countries. 12 
of them were outside the project coming from Universities (4), 
Research Centres (1), IT companies (6), Institutes (1), and 
Associations (1). 

Other relevant 
information 

Agenda; 
Chairs: Raúl Poler (UPV) and Ricardo Gonçalves (UNINOVA) 
 
09.10h-09.20h: vf-OS - General project presentation 
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Raúl Poler (UPV) 

09.20h-09.45h: vf-OS – Architecture 
Danny Pape (ASC) 

09:45h-10:20h: vf-OS – Enablers Framework: an approach to 
develop applications using FIWARE 
Joao Sarraipa (UNINOVA) 

10.20h-11:00h: vf-OS – IO Toolkit 
Victor Anaya (UPV) 

11.00h-11.30h: Coffee break 

11.30h-11.45h: vf-OS - Data Management Component 
Objectives 
Joao Giao (UNINOVA) 

11.45h-12.15h: vf-OS – An Open Environment for 
Development of Manufacturing Applications 
Carlos Coutinho (CMS) 

12.15h-12.30h: vf-OS – A novel approach to software 
development in the microservice environment of vf-OS 
Luis Manteigas (ALM) 

12.30h-13.00h: vf-OS – Business Simulation Model 
Raúl Poler (UPV) 

Figure 39: I-ESA2018 Participation Report 
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1.4.16 Industrial Workshop 

Name Industrial Workshop Ongoing 

Task T10.4 

Next Iteration M35 

Status Ongoing 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Share and Convince 

Type Workshop 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience Industrial  

Assessment 
Criteria 

For clearly identification of the target audience in the industrial workshop, all the 
information of the attendees is collected, such as name, company, email. It is expected 
that the audience is mainly from industry since it is an industrial workshop that will be 
hosted in a fair but still it is envisioned that other projects join the workshop to stimulate 
the discussion about vf-OS project goals. 

Planned 
Schedule 

1 Workshop held with around 30-50 participants 

Responsibility UNINOVA 

Description/ 
Content 

vf-OS will organise an industry-oriented workshop. The aim is to reach a broad audience 
of industries in order to spread vf-OS results and convince its adoption in the several 
domains. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager and Scientific Manager 

Priority 1=Critical 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 It is envisioned to organise a second industrial workshop. The aim is to increase the 
exposure of developers and to convince industries to adopt vf-OS. A tentative title for it 
is Workshop on Impact of Virtual Factory-Operating Systems in Manufacturing 
Industries, 2019 [Exact dates will be finalised later]. It is also intended that this workshop 
reports on the status of collaboration and final exploitation activities. This issue is still 
under discussion. 

2017-QMR3 Not due yet 

2018-QMR1 Not due yet 
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1.4.17 Collaboration 

Name Collaboration Ongoing 

Task T10.5 

Next Iteration M24 

Status Ongoing 

Related Task T10.5 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Involve and Contribute 

Type General Dissemination 

Purpose Visibility 

Audience EC, Research, Industrial 

Assessment 
Criteria 

The targeted audience of this activity are other projects. The means to reach them are to 
use EFFRA mailing lists in order to promote vf-OS hosted telcos and attend the 
organised by others. Also, there is a plan to organise a workshop after M24 focused in 
collaboration, so the strategy to apply will be the same as of the other vf-OS hosted 
workshops, collect attendees’ information, promote it in EFFRA and ConnectedFactories 
hosted events. 

Planned 
Schedule 

Average of 2 participants in every cluster event and 10 bilateral meetings with other 
projects. 

Responsibility UNINOVA 

Description/ 
Content 

The project plans to adopt a high profile in the European FOF Program. In this activity, 
the members of the consortium will liaise with related EU projects, to ensure a higher 
scientific and technological impact of vf-OS findings and to foster exploration of possible 
synergies to safeguard sustainability of the work done within the project. vf-OS will focus 
on those projects where there is at least one common partner since this has proven to 
ensure more realistic cooperation versus just general awareness. For reporting an event 
one should follow the template presented in 2017-QMR3. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 2= Expected 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 The projects that are listed next have been selected based on the H2020 FoF call results 
as related to the manufacturing domains. 

• ConnectedFactories: The ConnectedFactories project will establish and maintain 
a structured overview of available and upcoming technological approaches and 
best practices that are needed for mastering the industrial revolution initiated by 
the digitisation of industrial processes. This is relevant for vf-OS alignment with 
future needs and challenges of the manufacturing industries and identification of 
its digital integration and interoperability of manufacturing systems and processes. 
Partners such as UNINOVA, IKERLAN and ICE will coordinate these activities. 

• openMOS: Open dynamic Manufacturing Operating System for Smart Plug-and-
Produce Automation Components (openMOS) project aims to develop openly 
accessible plug-and-produce (P&P) system platform, allowing seamless 
integration of systems/ devices/ machines which is also being partially addressed 
by vf-OS Virtual Factory I/O. Thus, collaborating with this project to exchange the 
solutions and experience can be fruitful for improving vf-OS solutions. For 
cooperation vf-OS partner UNINOVA can be used as channel since they are also 
involved in openMOS. 
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• CREMA: Cloud-based Rapid Elastic Manufacturing (CREMA) project aims to 
develop solutions for manufacturing processes following Cloud manufacturing 
principles. The results of the project specifically addressing the model, configuring, 
executing, and monitoring manufacturing processes can be reutilised for 
developing vf-OS kernel and vApps. Thus, this collaboration can lead to sharing 
resources and industrial experience channelled through the common project 
partners ICE, ASCORA, and IKERLAN. 

• C2NET: Cloud Collaborative Manufacturing Networks (C2NET) project is focused 
on developing technical solutions to optimise manufacturing assets by the 
collaborative computation of production plans which are similar to the vf-OS pilots 
needs for supporting collaborative manufacturing and logistics processes. Such 
results, together with the C2NET interoperability framework, data collection 
framework etc. can form a strong base for vf-OS project solutions. Thus, 
collaboration with C2NET can be channelled through the common partners UPV, 
UNINOVA, IKERLAN, and CMS. 

• DIGICOR: Decentralised Agile Coordination Across Supply Chains (DIGICOR) 
project will provide an open platform, tools and services that allows European 
companies to create and operate collaboration networks across the value chain. 
Being funded under the same call, it is important to create synergies during the 
project to enhance technological developments, exploitation and dissemination 
strategies. Common partners as ICE and ALM will establish this collaboration. 

Beyond DIGICOR it is also expected that vf-OS project can establish coordination and 
cooperation activities with other projects funded under the same call, FoF-11-2016. 
These activities will be performed mainly by the project coordinator, ICE with UNINOVA, 
UPV, and IKERLAN. These projects are: 

• AUTOWARE: Wireless Autonomous, Reliable and Resilient Production Operation 
ARchitecture for Cognitive Manufacturing 

• COMPOSITION: Ecosystem for Collaborative Manufacturing Processes – Intra- 
and Interfactory Integration and Automation 

• Daedalus: Distributed control and simulAtion platform to support an Ecosystem of 
DigitAL aUtomation developerS 

• DISRUPT: Decentralised architectures for optimised operations via virtualised 
processes and manufacturing ecosystem collaboration 

• FAR-EDGE: Factory Automation Edge Computing Operation System Reference 
Implementation 

• NIMBLE: Collaboration Network for Industry, Manufacturing, Business and 
Logistics in Europe 

• SAFIRE: Cloud-Based Situational Analysis for Factories providing Real-time 
Reconfiguration Services 

• ScalABLE4.0: Scalable automation for flexible production systems 

2017-QMR3 Collaboration Action 

Title Factories of the Future (FoF) Community Day 

Context Workshop 

Date 16-May-2017 

Location BluePoint Centre | Boulevard Auguste Reyers 80 | 1030 Brussels 

vf-OS 
attendees 

Stuart Campbell (ICE), Ricardo Gonçalves (UNINOVA), and 
Eduardo Saiz (IKERLAN) 
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Purpose / 
objective 

This event was organized by EFFRA (European Factories of the 
Future Research Association), the Public-Private Partnership 
association for promoting the development of new and innovative 
production technologies. This is the new format of the FoF Impact 
days which took place every year as a way to disseminate 
objectives and achieved results of H2020 FoF projects as well as 
facilitate networking for future collaborations. 

The event program was structured on nine sessions covering the 
following topics: 

• Factory Automation and Connectivity 

• Networked Factories 

• Product-services / business models 

• Zero-defect Manufacturing 

• Simulation & High-Performance Computing 

• Additive Manufacturing 

• Advanced Joining & Shaping – Advance Materials (Part 
One) 

• Advanced Joining & Shaping – Advance Materials (Part 
Two) 

• Humans in Factories 

Website (if any) http://effra.eu  

Target 
audience and 
dissemination 
level 

International 

 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

vf-OS presentations were allocated to the Networked Factories 
session alongside FoF projects funded in the same Call (FoF-11-
2016) as vf-OS (DIGICOR, COMPOSITION, NIMBLE, 
ConnectedFactories) and other Calls (OPTICIAN2020, CREMA, 
FLEXINET, ADVENTURE, IMAGINE). 

Three vf-OS presentations were made in these sessions: 

• vf-OS Project presentation: Stuart Campbell (ICE) made 
a 10 minutes pitch to show the main goals and features of 
the vf-OS project. 

• Interoperability aspects of using tools/applications 
among different platforms: Stuart Campbell (ICE) made 

http://effra.eu/
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another presentation highlighting the main considerations to 
have in mind for promoting interoperability among different 
platforms resulting of past and present projects. 

• ICE 2017 workshops: Eduardo Saiz (IKERLAN) introduced 
the vf-OS Workshops at the ICE IEEE ITMC Conference 
2017 to be held in Madeira Island (Portugal) next June 27-
29. A short overview of the conference as well as the goals 
and structure of the workshops were shown inviting 
attendance to participate in the Conference. 

During this session, the rest of the other projects made their own 
pitch presentations to show respective goals, first activities 
conducted (eg in case of FoF-11 projects) and main outcomes 
produced in case of on-going and finished projects. 

Impact of the 
action 

As a conclusion of the activity, the following may be highlighted: 

• To fit the participation of Arian Zwegers (vf-OS PO) and 
Chris Decubber (EFFRA and ConnectedFactories project 
manager) in the ICE Conference as a Key Note speakers 
and Workshops participants. 

• To identify synergies with other FoF-11 projects: DIGICOR - 
clear potential collaboration due to ICE is a project partner, 
NIMBLE – they are working on Multi-sided platforms as well 
as in collaboration marketplace and process execution, 
COMPOSITION – many potential possibilities for 
cooperating in Technologies and market approaches to be 
applied in both project (eg use of FIWARE-FITMAN 
enablers) and ConnectedFactories as the CSA that engage 
all the FoF-11 projects. 

Regarding FIWARE-FITMAN enablers, Sergio Gusmeroli as its 
experience in FITMAN, offered to give support to the projects that 
are considering using those enablers coordinating collaboration 
activities in this field. 

Other relevant 
information 

N/A 

Figure 40: Collaboration Action Report -  FoF Community Day 

Collaboration Action 

Title 23rd ICE IEEE ITMC Conference 2017 

Context Hosted workshop 

Date 27 and 28 June 2017 

Location Madeira, Portugal 

vf-OS 
attendees 

• UNINOVA: Ricardo Gonçalves, João Sarraipa, Sudeep 
Ghimire, João Gião 

• IKERLAN: Eduardo Saiz 

• KBZ: Raquel Melo de Almeida and António Grilo 

• UPV: Raul Poler 

• ICE: Oscar Garcia  

• ASCORA: Danny Pape, Tobias Hinz 

• CMS: Carlos Coutinho 

• LYON2: Néjib Moalla and Yacine Ouzrout 

• TARDY: Ibrahim Benali 

Purpose / 
objective 

This event was organised by vf-OS project to establish synergies 
with other FoF projects and to reach an impact position among the 
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stakeholders of the European Factories of the Future Research 
Association (EFFRA) Having the following purposes: 

• To share information and discuss it 

• To promote collaboration among FoF EU projects 

• To agree on a plan for future collaborations 

• To prepare high level position paper(s) 

Website (if any) http://www.ice-conference.org/  

Target 
audience and 
dissemination 
level 

International 

 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

With the success of the workshop, vf-OS project positioned itself 
as a potential coordinator of collaboration activities that will be 
carried out in the future between the participating projects. This is 
particularly relevant for dissemination and exploitation actions of 
the project. Besides the approach followed by the other projects 
regarding relevant technological topics will also benefit vf-OS 
developments accuracy and innovation potential. 

Impact of the 
action 

Creation a digital automation working groups with the following 
drivers: 

• IoT / Middleware (CREMA) 

• Blockchain / Security (FAREDGE / COMPOSITION) 

• Business models (DIGICOR) 

• Data analytics (COMPOSITION / SAFIRE) 

• SDKs (vf-OS) 

• FIWARE (BEinCPPS) 

• Marketplace (COMPOSITION) 

• Reference Architectures, Open Platforms, Open APIs (vf-
OS / NIMBLE) 

• Code Sharing, Developers Engagement Hub, Open Source 
Licensing (vf-OS / NIMBLE) 

The main activities foreseen for these groups are: 

• Regular webinars (start Sep-17, every 2 months) 

• Information exchange 

• Joint participation in events  

Also a position paper will be created to distribute to the 
attendance and projects who did not attend during July 2017. 

Other relevant 
information 

N/A 

http://www.ice-conference.org/
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Figure 41: Collaboration Action Report: ICE Conference 

2017-QMR4 One vf-OS partner was assigned to represent the project in each one of the working 
groups, as presented in Figure 42. vf-OS is the project responsible for hosting SDKs 
working groups. 

 
Figure 42: vf-OS participation in Working Groups 

2018-QMR1 Collaboration Action 

Title ConnectedFactories / FoF-11 Working Group “Business 
Models” 

Context Telco 

Date 9 January 2018 

Location Webex 

vf-OS 
attendees 

Juan Maria Goenaga (IKERLAN) and Francisco Fraile (UPV) 
 

Purpose / 
objective 

The meeting was created to continue the discussions started in 
the working group (WG) “Business Models” within the 
ConnectedFactories CSA (FoF-11). Discussion of the progress 
since September’17 meeting and way ahead. 

Website (if any) N/A 

Target 
audience and 
dissemination 
level 

Other FOF projects. Attendees: 

Arnd Schirrmann Airbus, DIGICOR 
Chris Decubber EFFRA 
Francisco Fraile UPV, vf-OS 
Ifgeneia Metaxa COMPOSITION 
Ingo Martens Hanse Aerospace, DIGICOR 
Juan M Goenaga IKERLAN, vf-OS 
Raul Poler UVP 
Usman Wajid ICE, DIGICOR 
Yiannis AUEB 
Francesco Barni DEDALUS 

 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

• Review of business hypothesis from proposal 

• Evaluation of revenue streams of partners 

• AnyLogic agent-based modelling and simulation 

Impact of the 
action 

At the 5-6 feb-2018 EFFRA / ConnectedFactory event in Brussels 
a dedicated session for the business models was planned. The 
WG agrees to run the session and to present and discuss in 
particular tools / approaches used for the business models 
development (e3value, AnyLogic, CANVAS), ecosystem aspects, 
etc. The session format was approx. 1hour presentations and 
1hour discussions. Arnd Schirrmann provided a proposal for the 
presentations structure.  
DEDALUS will organize a special session at the ICE 2018 
conference in Stuttgart dedicated to “Digitalized Manufacturing 
Systems driving new Business Models and Ecosystems”. See 
http://www.ice-conference.org/Program/Topics.aspx - invitation to 
all to provide papers (submission deadline End of Feb/ Mid of 
March’18). 

http://www.ice-conference.org/Program/Topics.aspx
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Other relevant 
information 

The WG had agreed in kick-off meeting in Brussels to regularly 
exchange and discuss the progress of FoF-11 projects in the 
“business models” perimeter.  

Figure 43: WG Business Models Report 

 

Collaboration Action 

Title Digital Platforms for Manufacturing (Connected Factories) 

Context Workshop 

Date 5-6 February 2018 

Location BluePoint Centre | Boulevard Auguste Reyers 80 | 1030 Brussels 

vf-OS 
attendees 

• UPV: Victor Anaya, Francisco Fraile 

• IKERLAN : José Luis Flores, Juan Mari Goenaga 

• ICE: Stuart Campbell 

• LYON 2: Néjib Moalla 
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Purpose / 
objective 

The ConnectedFactories project has already involved more 
projects within and outside the FoF PPP within its activities to 
stimulate synergies and cross-fertilisation. The 
ConnectedFactories project facilitates meetings among these 
projects twice a year and will support exchange of information on 
standards and standardisation, state-of-the-art platforms, CPS 
legacy system integration, common API and SDKs, interoperability 
aspects, core ICT technologies, business models and 
ecosystems, and other topics of relevance. Furthermore, the 
ConnectedFactories project also involves all projects when 
appropriate in the different work packages of the CSA, eg the 
scenario building. 

Website (if any) http://www.effra.eu/project-cluster 

Target 
audience and 
dissemination 
level 

Connected factories project members, Connected factories cluster 
members, general public (companies + universities with an 
interest on European projects on digitalization of manufacturing) 

Benefits for vf-
OS 

vf-OS was invited to participate on this event where other FoF 
projects, such as DISRUPT, DIGICOR, DAEDALUS, 
COMPOSITION, PREVIEW, IMAGINE, PROPHESY, FASTEN, 
etc. were presented. The main goal was to find synergies and 
feedback between results of the FoF projects ending and the FoF 
projects that are at the middle of their lifetime (one year and a 
half). 

Impact of the 
action 

The workshop attendance was up to 100 people, mostly coming 
from the connected factories project, FoF project on the 
connected factories, and ending European projects on the area of 
platforms for the digitalisation of manufacturing companies. The 
impact of the action was to show the technical security approach 
proposed by vf-OS for its vf-OS platform and the business model 
validation approach taken by vf-OS based on simulation. An 
interest was shown by the audience regarding the possibility to 
extend the simulation model of the multi-sided market to other 
projects such as DAEDALUS and DISRUPT in a joined effort. 

Other relevant 
information 

Agenda: 
 
5 February 
 
14:00 – 15:00 Opening session 

• Welcome and status of the ConnectedFactories coordination 
action, Chris Decubber, EFFRA 

• Update of the Digitising European Industry initiative (DEI), 
Arian Zwegers, DG Connect 

http://www.effra.eu/project-cluster
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• Keynote (TBC) 

15:00 – 16:00 Session 1.a - First concrete results and cases 
from the (FoF-11-2016) projects 
Contributions: 

• DISRUPT, Yiannis Mourtos, Athens University 
o Functional requirements, reference architecture and 

some demos 

• DIGICOR, Usman Wajid (Information Catalyst) & Kostas 
Kalaboukas (SingularLogic) 

• DAEDALUS, Franco Cavadini, Synesis 

• COMPOSITION, Marc Jentsch, Fraunhofer FIT 

16:00 – 16:30 Coffee break 
16:30 – 17:30 Session 1.b - Concrete results and cases from 
past and ongoing projects 
Contributions: 

• U-TEST - MEMAN , Juan Maria Goenaga, IKERLAN 

• PREVIEW, Liceth Rebolledo, EURECAT 

• RECAM, Sebastian Schröck, Robert Bosch GmH  
o Update on the current state of ReCaM 
o Approaches towards using increased digitalization in 

industrial applications to increase versatility 
o Business approaches connected to increased 

digitalization in industry 

17:30 – 18:30 Session 2  - Integration between projects’ 
platforms – standards &  interoperability 
Facilitator:  Usman Wajid, Information Catalyst 
Contributions: 

• Introduction on different aspects of Interoperability, Usman 
Wajid, Information Catalyst - vf-OS, DIGICOR)   

• Digital Shopfloor Alliance: the AUTOWARE / DAEDALUS / 
FAR-EDGE collaboration for a unified approach to the smart 
factory, Begoña Laibarra, SQS  

• Interoperability aspect from the BOOST4.0 project, Oscar 
Lazarro, Innovalia – Raimund Broechler, Intrasoft 

• NIMBLE, FALCON, Eva Coscia, Holonix  

• Industrie 4.0 Standardisation Council, outlook 3rd version of 
Industrie 4.0 Standardisation Roadmap, Günter Hörcher, 
Fraunhofer IPA 

18:30 Networking and walking dinner 
 

6 February 
 
8:30 – 9:00 Welcome coffee 

9:00 – 10:00 Session 3 - Short presentations past or 
ongoing research projects 

• PROPHESY, Pedro Malo, NOVA.ID.FCT 

• UPTIME, Gregoris Mentzas, NTUA 

• IMAGINE, Kosmas Alexopoulos, LMS 

• FASTEN project - ‘Flexible and Autonomous Manufacturing 
Systems for Custom-Designed Product’, approved under the 
EU-Brazil joint call (EUB-02-2017 - Smart manufacturing: 
customisation call), Samuel Moniz, Inesc Tec 

10:00- 12:00 Session 4 - Parallel sessions on cross-cutting 
issues: 
4-1: “Value creation and business models in multi-sided 
markets for digital manufacturing” 
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Facilitator:  Arnd Schirman, Airbus  
Contributions and viewpoints from: 

• Kai Peters, VDMA, ConnectedFactories 

• DISRUPT, Yiannis Mourtos 

(Indicative business models plus ways to evaluate them) 

• DIGICOR, Arnd Schirman, Airbus 

• vf-OS, Juan Maria Goenaga, IKERLAN & Victor Anaya, UPV 

(Including technical aspects regarding ecosystem simulation) 

• DAEDALUS, Andrea Barni, SUPSI 

4-2: “Horizontal (automation) and vertical (Cloud) Cyber-
security in I4.0” 
Facilitator:  Ulrich Seldeslachts, LSEC 
Contributions and viewpoints from: 

• Ulrich Seldeslacht, LSEC, ConnectedFactories 

• (Mapping framework / questionnaire / guidance on security – 
update on ICT-cybersecurity certification requirements) 

• vf-OS, Jose Luis Flores, IKERLAN & Francisco Fraile, UPV 

• (Including technical aspects regarding ecosystem security) 

• Productive 4.0 and security, Knut Hufeld, Infineon 

• DAEDALUS (TBC) 

4-3: “The changing role of humans in digitalizing industry” 
Facilitator:  Konstantinos Georgoulias , LMS 
Contributions and viewpoints from: 

• ConnectedFactories, LMS 

• Sense&React - MANUWORK, LMS 

• Factory2Fit, Riikka Virkkunen, VTT 

• VTT Model of Digimaturity, Juhani Heilala, VTT 

12:00 – 12:30 Main findings from parallel sessions – outlook 
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch break and networking 

Figure 44: Digital Platforms for Manufacturing Participation Report 

Collaboration Action 

Title SDKs Working Group Kick-Off 

Context Telco 

Date 15th March 2018 

Location Web conference 

vf-OS 
attendees 

Ricardo Gonçalves(UNINOVA), Carlos Coutinho and Vitor Viana 
(CMS), Raquel Melo de Almeida (KBZ) 

Purpose / 
objective 

This event was organised by vf-OS project to gather the multiple 
stakeholders involved in the FoF EFFRA environment which are 
interested in discussing the approaches being taken to create 
Software Development Kits (SDKs) in their respective projects. 

Website (if any) N/A 

Target 
audience and 
dissemination 
level 

Attendees from DIGICOR (Usman Wajid) and EFFRA (Crhis 
Decubber)  

Benefits for vf-
OS 

vf-OS project positioning as leader of one of the working groups 
established. Besides benefiting dissemination and exploitation 
activities, it can be relevant for the development of vf-OAK.  
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Impact of the 
action 

In this action, it was possible to acknowledge known 
implementations of SDKs; an analysis of the state of the art in the 
area; an intention to produce joint collaboration outputs, eg, 
publication of papers, creation of workshops in scientific 
conferences and a creation of a vision of future research paths in 
the development of SDKs. 

The next actions for this collaboration group are: 

• Scheduling of new (recurrent) meetings to further explore 
the topic 

• Checking with EFFRA the possibility to extend the meetings 
to other projects outside EFFRA and even outside FoF or 
manufacturing areas 

Other relevant 
information 

N/A 

Figure 45: SDKs working group kick-off Participation Report 
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1.4.18 Marketing Device 

Name Marketing Device Completed 

Task T10.2 

Next Iteration N/A - Finished 

Status Completed 

Focus Dissemination 

Phase Inform and Inspire 

Type Marketing Materials 

Purpose Visibility and a permanent reminder for e.g. conference attendees to visit the project 
website 

Audience Multiple 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Like other deliverable materials, to understand some figures related to the marketing 
device, partners are in charge of taking notes on how many of these items they take with 
them when they are participating in events and report on these figures. 

Planned 
Schedule 

M6 

Responsibility ICE 

Description/ 
Content 

A (memorable) marketing device that can be handed out at fairs, events, conferences 
etc. The gift must have a link to the project website and a vf-OS logo on it to ensure 
sustainability as well as other information about the project or links to it. 

Monitoring Dissemination Manager 

Priority 3=Whenever possible 

Delivery to 
date 

 

2016-QMR1 Not available yet 

2017-QMR3 Work commenced by designing a so-called magic-cube with vf-OS flavoured images on 
its outer and inner faces. Once the graphics were completed and consulted upon with 
the different vf-OS partners and relevant roles, around 2000 will be produced to be used 
in project and partner marketing events of vf-OS throughout the projects lifetime. 
Because of this, the graphics were mage relatively generic so they would not date. The 
cube is around 10 cm square and is composed of 8 sub-cubes in 2 rows of 4 and has 
the interesting feature that the cube can be ‘played’ with to expose some hidden faces 
on the inside of the cube which total 9 faces versus the 6 expected. This is best seen via 
an illustration at the URL below which is a similarly business marketing orientated cube 
from Porsche showing its use in other significant businesses. Since the cube can be 
manipulated, it means the ‘user’ of it is likely not to just think ‘I will read it later’, and then 
doesn’t – as is the case with brochures, but should find it attractive enough to keep on 
their desk for a period of time as they use it as some-form of executive toy or stress 
reliever. By this mechanism, it means vf-OS imagery and the project is likely to stay in 
user minds for longer. 

Sample Magic Cube URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX0Fra_7KGQ 

The vf-OS imagery of the 9 faces as well as a 3D perspective is shown below: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX0Fra_7KGQ
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Figure 46: vf-OS Magic cube 

2018-QMR1 Not available yet. 
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2 Conclusions 

Deliverable “D10.3 Impact Activities” demonstrates that all the planed dissemination 
actions and materials are on track of what was planned for the project in the Impact Plan. 
Even more, it highlights the strong collaboration strategy of the project by the initiatives 
carried with EFFRA, Connected factories project cluster7 and the creation of one scientific 
workshop carried during I-ESA conference. This deliverable will be updated accordingly in 
its next and final iteration of version c, at M36. 

                                                 
7 http://www.effra.eu/project-cluster 
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Annex A: History 

Document History 

Versions 

V0.1: 

• First Draft produced by Editor 
V0.2: 

• Second Draft produced by Editor with merged contributions 
from partners 

V0.3: 

• Third Draft produced by Editor after 1st review 
V1.0-1.3: 

• Iteration of coordinator to solve final issues with lead 
 

Contributions 

KBZ: 

• Raquel Melo de Almeida- Main editor. Input to all sections. 
Multiple comments 

IKERLAN 

• Eduardo Saiz – First reviewer 
ICE 

• Stuart Campbell – Coordinator Review 

• Sarah Bratt – Coordinator Review 
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Annex B: References 

None 
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Annex C: Dissemination Materials 
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Figure 47:vf-OS website 
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Figure 48: vf-OS flyer (full version) 
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Figure 49: vf-OS Brochure (full version) 
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Figure 50: Pilot 2 Poster 
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Figure 51: vf-OS Banner (full version) 
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Figure 52: vf-OS Newsletter (full version) 
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